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ABSTRACT: An attempt has been made in this thesis to

analyse critically the notion of implication in the logical

works of 3ertrand Russell. An exposition of Russell's notion

of implication is presented in one part, and in another part,

the author discusses various substantive issues that are

raised by Russell's treatment of implication. 3esides the

discussion of certain philosophical problems , the author

has tried to understand Russell's notion of implication

in terms of a developmental study in the history of lo~ic.
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AI INTRODUCTION

For the greater part of this century, the issue of

entailment has created quite a flurry in the field of

philosophical logico By the "issue of entailment", I am

alluding to the meaning and function of "if-then" and its

metalinguistic counterpart D implicationQ However, in this

particular naper, I am not interested in the controversy of

entailment per se concerning the truth-functional or non-

truth~functional aspects of "i.f-then"c Eather than to

debate this central issue of errtailment, my intent here is

of a more specific na~ureG Since various authors contend

that the i SSlJe of entailment sterr.s froD the defLli tion given

has co-authored this work, I therefore pro)ose to give an

interpretative exposition and critical evaluation of the
1

notion of implication in ~he works of Bertrand Russell o

Such an undertaking must trace the development of Russell's

position with respect to the notion of implication in its

proper, historical context. Furthermore, this also means

that the examination of the notion of implicatiol1 in the

works of Russell beginning somevlB.ht prici'1.' to 1'..b~3 Prin~~12.J.es

Of Mathematics and endiL'S wi"ch the Intro,-~uf.:;tion '}'o I"1aths:'latical- ------.~ _ ••• _, ..~, .. ... a _

!,hilosophy muC't be reasonably thorough.. Inaf;mL:ch as the

1
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technical works of Russell are considered to be difficult

to understand, my main concern throughout this paper will

be to explain just what Russell intends by the notion of

implicatioDc Although I have provided a table of contents

at the beginning of the paper, I would like to make a few

general co~ments concerning the format of the paper for the

ben~fit of the readero Firstly, I have dealt with Russell's

notion of implication in its chronological order; this has

been done in order to point out any changes in Russell's

views with respect to the notion of implication. Secondly,

my paper can be divided roughly into two parts - one

concerning exposition and the other concerning critique. I

have structured the paper in this manner in order to minimize

the tendency which readers often have to confuse the

opinions of a par"ticular philosopher with the views of a

philosopher's critic; as a result, I will attempt to refrain

as much as possible from making any critical remarks in the

expository section of the essayo Without any further

preliminaries, therefore, I will move on to the exposition

of Russell's notion of implication.



BI EXPOSITION

B.11 IMPLICATION PRIOR TO THE PRINCIPLES OF MATHE~~TICS

There are several earlier drafts of The PrincipJ~Of

~th€rnatics which we~e written before the International
2

Congress of Philosophy in ?aris in July 1900; however~

there does not seem to be any reference whatsoevrr to the

notion of implication in these earlier drafts. Nevertheless,

this Congress was the pivotal point of Russell's intellectual

career tecause it was at this Congress that Russell met an
'~
./

Italian mathe;-:.atician by the name of Giuseppe Peano. By

the scrutiny of Peano's work p Russell acquired a notation

which, when applied to certain problems of mathematics,

had the resources to dispel fundamental perplexities. It

was due to Peano's notation therefore that Russell was

stimulated to invent a novel approach with respect to

mathematical logici "And in the course of discovering these

answers, I [ltussel:h] was introducing a new mathematical

technique, by which regions formerly abandoned to the

vasueness of Philosop~ers were conquered for the precision

of exact formulae.""

Wi thin a fevv months of his familiarity with Peano' s

style of proof and notation, Russell began the actual



writing of The Principles Of Mathematic£f the first draft
5

was soon completed just before the end of 1900. However.

in the spring of the following year, Russell unearthed a

logical antinomy with respect to the class of all classes
6

that are no~embers of themselves. This contradiction

created such an upheaval in Russell's work, that several

parts of the penultimate draft of l.he PrinciDles_Of
7

Mathematics were revised; moreover, Russell deemed the

contradiction to be so overwhelming that he "decided to

finish 1..b-e .Erincipl es 0 f I.1athemati cs 9 leaving the solut ion

in abeyance"fj

When Russell wrote the f.i.nal draft of The PriDci ol.£.§.

Of Math~matics, it seems that he simply inserted the

pages of the penultimate draft into the pages of·the final

draft p and corrected the pages of the penultimate draft

whenever it was required by crossing out words or lines

and writing the corrected information above such deletions.

However, in the final draft of The Principles Of "(,?-J;[1em~tics I

there are no such deletions to be found in the chapter

concerning the notion of implication. In the writing of the

manuscript of The PrinciDles Of _~.~athernatics, Russell

labelled each page in the upper left hand corner. When

Russell inserted the pages of the penultimate draft into
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the pages of the final draft of The Princinles Of Mathema~

tics, Russell either wrote another label above the former

label, or else he crossed out the former label and wrote
9

another label above the crossed-out label. If one examines

the pages of the final draft of !h~ Principles Of Mathema

tics, one will observe that the labels in the upper left

hand corner of the pages concerning the chapter on the

notion of implication have not been replaced by other labels.

Nevertheless, Part I of the penultimate draft of The Prin-

ciples Of Mathematics, it would seem, did have a chapter

concerning the notion of implication; this is borne out by

the table of contents of the penultimate draft. Unfortunately,

this chapter of the penultimate draft concerning the notion

of implication is not DOW known to be extant.

There is an unpublished article by Russell entitled

"Necessity And Possibility" which probably was written some-

time around 1900 or 1901; in any event, it would seem that

this undated article was written after the meeting of the

International Congress of Philosophy in Paris where Russell
10

encountered Peano. In hi.s paper, "Pecessity And Possibility",

Russell argues against the requirement of modal operators

such as "necessity" and "possibility" in formal logic. It

is maintained by Russell that the modalities have only an

epistemological or psychological significance; as a r~sult,
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11
they are notions with which logic need not be concerned~.

In the early parts of his paper, Russell discusses three

positions with respect to the concept of necessityt (1)

Bradley's position that if a proposition)q, is implied by

a proposition, p, then q can be said to be necessary;i~ l~

Bosanquet's position that no propositions are necessary
13

except true hypothetical or disjunctive propositions;

(J)Moore's position that a proposition is said to be more

or less necessary according to its logical priority to

other propositions (p is said to be logically prior to q if
1~ .

q implies p but p does not imply q). Agalnst Bradley's

position, Russell states that (1) leads to the conclusion

that every proposition~ no matter what it may be, is necessary

since any proposition can follow from some premiss or

premisses. With respect to Bosanquet's position, Russell

asserts that it is simply not the case that every true

hypothetical or disjunctive proposition is necessary.

Finally, concerning Moore's position, it is claimed

firstly that it cannot accommodate an implication in which

a true proposition is implied by every proposition and a

false propositicn implies any proposition; secondly,

although true propositions are logically prior to false

propositions, the criterion of logical priority does not

help us to discriminate among true propositions, especially
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since all true propositions have the same degree of

necessity thereby.

Having dismissed the positions of Bradley,

Bosanquet and Moore, Russell introduces the pre-Kantian

meaning given to "necessary proposition" - that is, if p

is a necessary proposition, then the truth of p can be

deduced from the law of non-contradiction; with respect

to this view of necessity, Russell contends that it can

be seen to concur with modern logic with slight
15

modifica.tion howeverfJ Furthermore, it is claimed by

Russell that the customary identification of necessity

with analyticity needs to be qualified in two wayst (1) if

the meaning of analytic is to apply correctly to

pr.opositions, then the meaning of analytic must be

altered; (2) "p is deducible from q" does not mean the

same as "p is implied by q", and some other meaning must
16

be found for "p is deducible from q".

The difficulty with respect to deducibility,

Russell maintains, is due to the notion of implication.

According to Russell's article, II ;-ecessi ty And Possibili ty" t

"p implies q" or ttif p, then q" is equivalent to "p is not

true or q is true". Russell does not argue this meaning

of implication in detail although he does provide two
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means of justification for ita (1) logical arguments

via the principle of exportation (if p and q implies r,

then p implies that q implies r) and equivalences of the

principle that a true proposition is implied by every

proposition, the principle of simplification (if p and q

implies Pp then p implies that q implies p); (2) an

argument from authority claiming that both Bradley and

Shakespeare favour this interpretation of implication.

Accepting the fact that "p implies q" is equivalent

to "p is not true or q is true", Russell goes on to claim

that., on such grounds, "p is implied by q" cannot ['lean the

same as lip is deducible from q"l.' Russell's strategy is

firstly, to arrive at the meani~g of "p is deducible from

q" and secondly, to show thereby that there is a logical

difference between "p is deducible from q" and "p is

implied by q". To say that q is deducible from p means

that there exists a set of principles of deduction from

which it can be demonstrated that p implies q. Thus, since

"deducible from" is defined in terms of the principles of

deduction and since these principles employ the noticl'l of

im91ication, it is ~ot permissible to sUbstitute "implied

by" for "deducible from" due to the charge of circularity;

it is concluded by Russell that the notion of implication

is therefore more primitive than the notion of deducibility
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and that the latter notion is derived from the former
19

notion.

Having drawn a logical distinction between "p is

implied by q" and "p is deducible from q", Russell

proceeds to examine the notion of analyticity.

Traditionally, Russell states, to assert that a proposition

is analytic is to make two claimsa (1) that in such a

proposition, the notion of the subject contains the notion

of the predicA.te; (2) that such a proposition is

deducible from the law of non-contradiction or from the
20

"laws of thought". Russell dismisses (1) since he

considers it not to be germane to the context of his paper.

With respect to (2), however, Russell maintains that this

condition is too narrow. In short, there are two points

which Russell makes with regards to the second conditiona

(l)very few analytic propositions can be deduced from. the

so-called "laws of thought" (identity, non-contradiction

and excluded middle); (2) the "laws of thought" must be

expanded to form the "laws of logic", and it is somewhat

arbi trary which "lav/s" we choose to form the "laws of
21

logic" and the consequences of such "laws". As a result,.

an analytic proposition can be defined to be a proposition

which is deducible from the "laws of logic". To this

extent, therefore, Russell contends, Kant was wrong in his
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pronouncement that the statements of pure mathematics are

synthetic since this, in turn, denies the thesis that

pure mathe":.atics can be deduced solely from the "laws of
22

logic"e

Having defined the notion of analyticity, Russell

go.es on to link this definition of analyticity with the

notions of deducibility and implication. To state that

lip implies q" is analytic is to state that q is an

analytic consequence of p; thus, the proposition, "q is an

analytic consequence of p", is equivalent to the

proposition, "q is deducible from p"e Consequently, if a

conclusion is inferred validly from a premiss, the

conclusion is an analytic consequence of the premiss; this

means that the implication involved in such a case is

analytice From the definitions of the notion of

implication, deducibility and analyticity, Russell returns

to the topic of the modalities supporting the position that

the modalities lie outside the boundaries of formal logic.

There are twelve pages of unpublished notes

entitled "Lecture III Logic of Proposition" intact in the

Bertrand Russell Archives written around 1901 or 1902

when Russell was a temporary lecturer on mathematical

logic at Cambridge. T'hese rough notes contain the solution
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to certain problems of logic, as well as a discussion of

Cantor's Theorem. Perhaps, the only relevant comment

with regards to the notion of implication is a remark by

Russell to the effect that for the theory of deduction,

one is not concerned with mere arguments from the general

to the particular; moreover~ most writers of mathematics,

Russell contends here, devote too much time to equations,

instead of implications. In the theory of deduction, one

must concentrate on implication since it is fundamental
25

to all deduction.

The last article with respect to the notion of

implication prior to the publication of The Plinciples Of

Mathe:r::atics which I wish to discuss is entitled "Recent

Italian Work On The Foundation Of I'liathematics"; although

this paper seems to have been written around 1902 for an
26

English journal of philosophy. it was never published&

The purpose of the article, Russell states, is to draw

attention to the Italian school of philosophical
27

mathematicians founded by Peano. According to Russell,

Peano conceived of symbolic logic along the lines of

Leibniz - that is •. if symbolic logic can capture "the

essence of deductive reasoning". th~n a certain set of

rules can be established to cover all forms of correct
28

deduction. Thus, symbolic logic. says Russell, must be
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the most fundamental part of mathematics upon which all
29

the other demonstrations of mathematics must be grounded.

In his article, "Recent Italian Work On 'Ihe

Foundations Of Mathematics", Russell states that the

primary object studied in s~nbolic logic is the relation

of implication between propositions. The relation of

implication, however, cannot be defined, and in his

logic, Peano takes implication to be one of his

indefinables. As in his unpublished notes, "Lecture III

IJogic Of Propositions", Russell makes the claim in this

article that formal logicians are preoccupied too much

with ma.thematical equations; logicians could spend their

time more profitably if they devoted their pursuits to
30

implications.

One of the superiorities of Peano's logic,

Russell claims, is that Peano differentiates between (

(fiX Ea lt is equivalent to Itx is an a lt ) and :J ("P? q" is

equivalent to "p implies q" or "if p, then qlt)e It should

be noted that? is a transitive relation whereas ( is

not. For example, concerning ~ t if all a is b and all

b is c, then all a is c; however, with regards to ( , if

x is an a and a is a b, it does not follow that x is a b.
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A counter example of the transitivity of E is the

followinga 2 is a number and number lS a class. but 2 is
31

not a class. In the rest of his article, Russell

summarizes some of the contributions which Peano has made

to the field of s~nbolic logic. In the main, Russell's

discussion of Peano's contributions is not germane to

Russell~s notion of implication. Nevertheless, there is a

mention by Russell of a problem concerning propositions

containing a variable. A proposition containing a term x

in v/hich x can be any member of a certain class is asserted

to be true only when x holds for every member of the class

in question. When x is a variable in an i~plication, it is

written by Peano as a Guffix to the sOgn of implication.

Russell,however does not analyse the problenl of implications

containing a variable any further since such a discussion
32

would digress from the importance of Peano's other work.



Russell, in The PrinciDles Of-------._--

B e 2& IMPLICATION IN ':C'HE PRIf;CIPLES OF f,lAT}[EI:A'J:'';:CS

According to Russell, the aims of The Principles Of

Mathematics are two-folds (1) to demonstrate that all pure

mathematics follows from the principles of symbolic logic;

(2) to specify exactly what the principles of symbolic logic
33

are@ In the opening paragraphs of the preface to The

frln.2inle:-3 Qf Mathema.tics, Russell elabora.tes on these two

aimsc Wi·th respect to (1), Russell's purpose is to sketch

a proof in which it is shown that it is possible by means of

indefinahle 1 logical concepts and definitions to reconstruct

the entirety of pure mathematics G In short, this is the

thesis of logiciSlil that all pure mathematics j.s derivable

from .symbolic logic, and it is from the point of view of

logicism itself that the RUBsellian enterprise must be

viewede In his book on Leibniz, Russell had argued that all

of Leibniz's philosophy can be reduced to a small nillnber of
34

logical premisses; in his unpublished articles, "Necessity

And POBsi bili ty" and "Recent Italian Work On 'l'he Foundations

Of Mathematics l'
, Russell had mentioned the possibility that

pure mathematics may be derived fro~ the theory of
35 .

deduction or formal logic.

Mathemat..12s. is prepared to delineate the steps whereby the

whole of pure mathemati.cs is to be reduced to symbolic logic.

T6 this intent, therefore, Russell devotes Parts II to VII

14-
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as an outline of such a proof$ Part I is reserved for

Russell's second aim which is to provide an explanation of

the principles of symbolic logic; such an explanation

concerns the indefinable concepts upon which pure mathematics
36

is based$ Thus, Russell's second task in The Pri~q2ples

Of Mathemat'ics is to fcuniliarize the reader with the

indefinables of symbolic logic in such a manner that they

are as clear to the mind as "redness or the taste of a
/I 37

pineapplE." .

The actual text of The Princi2!es Of Mathe~atics

begins with a rather strange claim to the reader who is

unaware of Russell's thesis of logicismc Russell contends

in his opening paragraph that pure mathematj,cs is simply the

cl.ass of all propositions having the form, lip i1l1plies q",

in which p and q are propositions containing the same

variabless- and p and q contain no constants save logical

constants 0 We are also told that logi.cal, constants are

of certain primitives ~ one of which is

In considering Euclidean geometry as a

branch of pure mathematics. Russell states that in terms of

pure mathe~aticst it can be said only that ~he propositio~s

of Euclidean geometry follow fro~ a Euclidean axiom set;

Euclidean geometry is founded on i::;plicat.ion .just as much as

Riemannian or 1obachsveskia~ geometry~ In the light of pure
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mathematics, all geometries are equally true since they
39

assert implications only.

One finds in pure mathematics, says Russell,

assertions of the forml ifp is true of any entity Xp then

it follows that q is similarly true of that entity; neither

p nor q is asserted by itself as separate from an entity~

propositions which are asserted in mathematics are of the

relational form, "if p, then q", and the relation is
40

referred to by Russell as forma;!. implication e At this

point in Russell's presentation, the reader is confounded

somewhat since the notion of implication has been

introduced initially by Russell to be fundamental to all

pure nathematics, and to be of the form, "if p, t:-len q";

yet, if il:'plication is of the form, "if p, then q". what

special status or meaning has formal implication? Moreover p

is fonnal implication also fur~damental to pure mathematics

or is the notion of implication equivalent to the notion

of formal implication? In short, what function and

meaning does formal implication have? Russell does not

satisfy the reader at this juncture due to the complexity

of his logical apparatus - nevertheless, he does drop hints

every so often; for example, Russell states at one point

in Chapter I of Part I that in all mathematical propositions,

the words, "any" and "some", occur, and that these words
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are the characteristics of a variable and formal
41

.implication.

Chapter II of Part I of The Principles Of

Mathematic.§ which contains a brief sketch of the divisions

of symbolic logic makes further mention of implicationo

Symbolic logic, according to Russell, incorporates a small

number of primitive, indefinable logical constants. For

Russell, symbolic logic is "the study of the various general
42

types of deduction"; it should be noted also that Russell
43

does not distinguish between inference and deduction.

Logical constants are those which are indefinable and by

means of which all other constants are defined; in order to

arrive at the entirety of pure mathematics, Russell claims
41+

that eight or nine of such logical constants are required.

It is suggested by Russell that for a technical study of

symbolic logic, one finds it convenient to have the

indefinable notion of formal in'plication ~ that is,

propositions having the form, ,,¢ x i;~~plies 1f x for all

values ofjA.u in which yf x and l'x, for all values of x, are

propositionse Besides listing other indefj.nable noticns

of the sy:obolic vocabulary, Russ!:";l.l asserts that symbolic

logic requires the indefin8.bl.e notion of implication
. 45

between propositions containing no variacles. Here, we

obtain another clue to Russell's meaning of implication;
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there are at least two types of implicationl formal

implication and another sort of imolication having no

. variables.

Russell states that symbolic logic embodies three

areasl the calculus of propositions, the calculus of classes
46

and the calculus of relations. In the calculus of

propositions or propositional calculus, all propositions

assert a material implication in both antecedent and

consequent. 'ihe hypothesis for all propositions of the

propositional calculus, Russell contends, is of the form,

"p implies p"; this hypothesis means that p is a proposition

in \hich p can only be a propositional variable - that is,

if p is a proposition, we may sUbstitute for p any

proposition of the form, "Socrates is a man", but not a

proposi tional function such as, "x is a man". rEhus, Russell

identifies material implication with the latter sort of

implication mentioned in the above paragraph - namely,

implication between propositions having no variables.

Accordin[ to Russell, the purpose of the

propositional calculus is to focus upon the relation of

implication between propositions. One should note t Russell

states r that this implication is not fonlal implication;

fonlal implication deals exclusively with propositional
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functi.ons in which one propositional function implies

another propositional function for all values of the

variable. Formal implication is not studied directly in the

propositional calculus since it is characteristic of all

pure mathematics; material implication, on the other hand,

is studied explicitly in the propositional calculus since

material implication sets the propositional calculus apart
47

from "the other subject matter of symbolic logic.

Literature in the field of logic prior to the

publication of The Principles Of i't1athernc=tics often has

confused, Russell maintains, this distinction between

material jmplication and formal i,nplic8.tion. In some cases,

Russell concedes that the distinction is blurred. For

example, Vlher, we say, "Socrates is a man implies Socrates is

a mortal", J.t is felt that Socrates is not an individual

co Istant. but a variable, since no Matter which man we care

to choose he also will be a mortal. Hence, Russell asserts,

although this implication is strictly speaking material,

it can be considered to be formal. It is due to such

ambiguous cases of implication that the distinction between

material implication and formal implication has been

confused; it is no wonder, therefore, says Russell, that

logicians have not recognized this distinction in a clear-cut
48

manner. Now, as to whether formal implication is definable
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in terms of material implication, Russell states that this is

another important issue which must be discussed in a

separate chapter concerning the nature of implication
49

itself.

In the next section of the propositional calculus,

Russell defends the position that implication is indefinable9

The reader should be aware at this point that when Russell

is talking about implication, he usually is talking about

material implication, not formal implication. If the

reader has not apprehended this equivalence of implication

with material implication, then perhaps the reader will be

led astray in thinking that there are three types of

implication. material implication, formal implication, and

another general sort of implication; however, this is not

the case. To return to Russell's contention that material

implication is indefinaGle~ Russell asserts that if one

attempts to define material implication by saying something

similar to, "if p implies qP then q is true if p is true"

(i.e. the truth of p implies the truth of q) or "if p impli~s

q then q is false if p is false" (i.e. the falsehood of p

implies the falsehood of q), then although the notions of

truth and falsehood have been introduced, one has only

defined material implication via material implication; of

course, Russell states, this type of definition is open to
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the charge of circularity. Moreover, if one tries to

employ the notions of negation and disjunction in a

definition of material implication of the form, "p implies

q is equivalent to p is false or q is true", then one does

not escape the charge of circularity since equivalence

itself involves mutual implication. Consequently, Russell
50

concludes, material implication is indefinable.

From his discussion of material implication, Russell

draws three curious inferences concerning material. impli-

cation between propositions: (1) for any two propositions,

one of these propositions must imply the other; (2) false

propositions imply all propositions; (3) true propositions
51

are implied by all propositions. In his article,

"Necessity And Possibility", Russell had argued against

Moore's meaning of necessity since it could not accommodate
52

an implication having (2) and (3).

It has been mentioned hitherto that the formulas

of the propo~itional calculus are prefaced by Russell with

a hypothesis of the form, lip implies p". This hypothesis

is to ensure that the letters contained in the formulas of

the propositional calculus stand for propositions. Russell

claims that although implication may be indefinable, the
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notion of "proposition" is definable. To begin with, sayS

Russell, we know that a proposition implies itself; conse

quently, that which is not a proposition cannot imply anything.
53

Thus, "p is a proposition" is equivalent to "p implies p".

The propositional calculus, therefore, employs two

indefinable notionsl formal implication and material impli-

cation. In his formal attempt to axiomatize the proposi-

tional calculus, Russell proposes ten axioms and three

defini tions in which each axiom incorporates a YM.~ impli

cation (formal implication) and subordinate implications

(material implication); the former implications are denoted

by "if-then" while the latter implications are denoted by

"implies". For example, in the eighth axiom, "if p implies

p and q implies q, then if p and q implies r, then p implies

that q implies r", the principal implication is formal

while the subordinate implications are material. What is

important however in the axioms of the propositional

calculus is not the stipulation that "if-then" is formal

implication and "implies" is material implication since

"if-then" and "implies" are interchangeable, but that formal

implication is the main implication and material implication
54

is the subordinate implication.

Russell sets the stage for his major discussion of
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implication by examining a dispute between Schroder and

MacColl. Schroder maintained that if p, q and rare propo-

si tions, lip and q implies r" is equivalent to " p implies r 01'

q implies r". MacColl, however, claimed that while the.

latter implies the former, the former will not imply the

latter. Russell does not view this to be a genuine dispute

due to a confusion concerning implication itself. Schroder

is talking about propositions and the implication between

propositions - namely, material implication; on the other

hand, MacColl is talking about propositional functions and

formal implication •. In spite of the argument put forward

by Schroder in defence of the above equivalence, MacColl

replies that in the case where p and q be mutually contra

dictory, and r is the null proposition, p and q implies r

but neither p nor q implies r. Russell holds that the

positions of Schroder and Maceoll are compatible since both

men a.re using different forms of implication. After sub

stantiating the position of Schroder, Russell also attempts

to justify MacColl's position. According to Russell, MacColi

presupposes propositional functions and formal implication.

Furthermore, a null propositional function is false for all

values of x; the class of XIS which satisfies the function is

the null class - that is, a class having no terms. Conse

quently, let ..I\.. (the class) stand for r, let %x stand for p

and let ~~x stand for q where ~x is any propositional
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function. Now, ¢X ~ A/ ¢x is false for all values of x, ·and

therefore, f1x cl) '" ¢x implies .A. However, Russell argues,

Xix is not always false by itself; similarly, '" yix is not

always false by itself. As a result, it can be said that

nei ther Xix implies A nor ,.y fOx implies A. Russell concludes

on the Schroder-f'/IacColl dispute by claiming that lip and q

implies r is equivalent to p implies r or q implies r" is

only logically true in the propositional calculus; in the

class calculus, it happens to be false. As a result, says

Russell, the Schroder-MacColl dispute rests on a confusion
55

between material implication and formal implication.

Chapter III of Part I of The Principle~ )f Mathema-

tics is the focal point concerning the notion of implication.

Russell calls this chapter, "Implication And Formal Implica-

tion", and once more, it should be assumed that by the word,

"implication", Russell means material implication. To every

kind of deduction, Russell maintains, two types of implication

are necessary - material implication and formal implication.

Russell's intent in Chapter III is to elucidate and to

distinguish both forms of implication, and to propose certain
56

methods of analysing formal implication.

In the past, both philosophers and logicians had
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tried to introduce the notion of mind via the traditional
57

laws of thought into the fields of logic and mathematics.

Here, Russell distinguishes psychology from logic, and states

that psychology has no place in logic, the study of inference
58

or "the study of the various general types of deduction".

When one proposition validly is inferred from another propo

sition, says Russell, this inference occurs due to a relation

which holds between the two propositions regardless as to

whether the mind is aware of the inference or not - this

relation is what Russell calls material implication.

Futhermore, the conditions of truth or falsehood are irrele-

vClnt to the relation of material implications "The relation

Qnaterial implicatio~ holds, in fact, when it does hold,

without any reference to the truth or falsehood of the
59

propositions involved."

Concerning material implication, Russell states that

we are prone to run contrary to our intuitions in so far as

a false proposition implies every proposition and a true

proposition is implied by every proposition. One can make

an analogy with respect to propositions and material impli

cation. According to Russsell, propositions are akin to a

set of lengths in which each length may have a different

~magnitud~; following the analogy further, material implication
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may be compared to a relation such as "equal to" or "greater

than" among such lengths. It would not be said ordinarily

that "2 + 2 = 4" can be deduced from t1Socrates is a man", or

that both of these propositions are implied by "Socrates is

a triangle"_ The reason, Russell claims, why such

implications are not considered is due to a preoccupation with

formal implication. There is a tendency to suppose that

"Socrates is a man" is not talking about a distinct

individual of a historical epoch, but rather that Socrates

~tands for any man. However, says Russell, Socrates is not

a variable, and similarly, it is material implication, not

formal implication, that holds between propositions~ Indeed,

although material implication may seem to be prime facie

contrary to the intuitions, it does not follow that it is

therefore unfounded.

Russell's fourth axiom of the propositional calculus

states that if the antecedent of an implication is true, it

may be dropped and the consequent added - that is, given

that "p implies q" and p are true, q may be asserted to be

true (p implies q, p, :.q). This principle. also may be

employed with formal implication in which given an instance

of the variable in the antecedent, we may assert the same

instance of the variable in the consequent. In other words,

if ¢ x implies 'f x for all values of x and given ~ a, we may
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assert ~ae Russell's claim is that this indemonstrable

principle cannot be captured strictly by formal methods, and

as a result~ it "points to a certain failure of formalism
61

. 1"~n genera •

Continuing in this line of thought with respect to

the fourth axiom of the propositional calculus, Russell

introduces Lewis Carroll's puzzle, "What The Tortoise Said

To Achilles". The fourth axiom of the propositional

calculus permits the inference that if p and q are

proposi.tionsr and lip implies q" and p are true, then q is

also true~ Carroll's puzzle denies the possibility of such

an inferencel "But the puzzle in question [Lewis Carroll's

puzzle] shows that this is not the case [p implies q, p, :.qJ.
and that, until we have some new principle, we shall only

be led into an endless regress of more and more com~licated
. 62

implications, without ever arriving at the assertion of q."

According to Russell, the fourth axiom of the

propositional calculus incorporates the notion of "therefore"

which is unlike the notion of "implies" insofar as "therefore"

is a relation holding between different sorts of entities.

To this extent, Russell introduces a distinction between an

asserted proposition and an unasserted proposition;

grammatically speaking, this distincti~n is analogous to the
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distinction of a verb from a verbal noun as in the

respective examples, "A is greater than B" and "A's being

greater than B"~ Although it would seem that the notion

_of assertion is somewhat psychological,_ Russell expresses

his concern to arrive at a non-psychological meaning of

assertione In the proposition, "p implies q", an

implication is asserted but both p and q are not asserted;

strictly sp2akingt the p and .the q in "p implies q" are

different from the separate propositions, p and q. For

Russell, the important question is the followings how does

a true proposition differ from a false proposition? In

Russell's opinion. although true propositions and false

propositions are quite similar, they differ in the respect

that true propositions are asserted while false propositions

are not asserted. Russell admits that there are difficulties

with this theory insofar as it is claimed that an assertion

changes a proposition; consequently, it would follow from

this theory of assertion that an unasserted proposition

cannot be true since if the proposition would be asserted,

it would become a different proposition. On these grounds,

Russell states, the theory of assertion cannot be true; for

example, the p and the q in "p implies q" are unasserted,

but they still may be true nevertheless. On the other

hand, says Russell, we also want to maintain some logical

distinction between asserted and unasserted propositions.
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Perhaps, the initial step in the solution of Lewis Carroll's

puzzle, Russell concludes, would be to claim that the

relation, lItherefore", holds only between asserted

propositions while the relation of implication holds between
63

unasserted propositionse

In section thirty-nine of Chapter III of The

E,rinciples Of Mathematics, Russell attacks.the syllogistic

view that an inference must be based upon two or more

premisses and a conclusion. In his unpublished article,

"Necessity And Possibility", Russell had commented on the

imp-ortance of the syllogism r "[It isla subject' scarcely
- 64 .

more useful or less amusing than heraldrYe" It is Russell's

contention in The Principles Of Mathematics that the

syllogistic view of inference is both complicated and

unnecessary due to two reasons. (1) by the rule of exportation,

axiom eight of Russell's propositional calculus, an

implication containing a finite number of propositions in the

antecedent by the connective of conjunction can be made

equivalent to a series of single implications (iee. if p and

q implies r, then p implies that q implies r); (2) "every

simultaneo'us assertion of a number of propositions is itself
65

a single proposition." Russell's expansion of his second

reason is that if k is a class of propositions, all the

propositions in k can be asserted by the single proposition;
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"for all x, ii' x implies x, then 'x is a k' implies x" or

"every k is true". Although Russell's expansion is confusing,

perhaps what Russell is trying to say is that given a number

of true propositions belonging to a certain class, we can

always formulate these asserted propositions into one propo-

sition ( i . e • "%a implies 'fa, %b implies Y b, ..• , %n implies

"1(n" is eouivalent to "for all values of x, if x is a %, then

x is at"). I offer this interpretation of Russell's expansion

of his second reason merely as an "educated" guess; when

Russell mentions the expression, "the class k", it would

seem that he is talking about the calculus of classes and

formal implication rather than material implication. Nevertheless,

Russell's ~eneral conclusion is that material implication is a

relation which holds between two propositions, not a relation
66

between a number of finite premisses and a conclusion.

Russell begins his exposition of formal implication

by avoiding the notion of a propositional function and con-

centrating on the concept of a particular instance. However,

in an attempt to discuss the concept of a particular instance,

Russell offers the example of the proposition, "x is a man

.implies x is a mortal for all values of x". Russell states that

the proposition, "x is a man implies x is a mortal for all

.... values of x" is equivalent to "all men are mortal", "every

man is mortal" and "any man is mortal". There is a curious
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afterthought by Russell concerning these supposed equivalences;

Russell asserts that though these may be equivalences, it is

doubtful aa to whether they are the same. I understand this

afterthought to mean that symbolically these propositions are

equivalent (i.e. "for all values of x, ¢ x implies ~ x" where

¢ x = x is a man and l' x = x is a mortal), but ordinary
67

English still expresses subtle distinctions among them.

By giving the example, "x is a man implies x is a

mortal", Russell turns his attention to the notion of a

variable and as to whether the variable, x, is to be

restricted to instances which are men or not. Peano seems to

have held the view that the variable must be restricted to

instances which are men. If this is the case, Russell states,

then the antecedent in this implication is trivial since

it asserts that members of the class in question are to be

men only; it follows that what is being asserted in the

antecedent must be contained therefore in the consequent.

Thus, under Peano's view of the variable, "x is a man implies

x is a mortal" is reduced to "since every man is mortal, if

x denoteS any man, then x is mortal". By restriction of the

variable t says Russell, formal implication disappears. Is it

possible, however, Russell asks, to examine the proposition,

"any man is mortal", without employing the notions of formal

implication and variable? Peano's view of the restriction
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of the variable seems to alleviate a number of difficulties"

In support of Peano, Russell again offers the same example

used against the syllogistic view of implication - that is,

the simultaneous assertion of all the propositions of some

class k. This example cannot be asserted by the proposition,

"IX is a k' implies x for all values of x". In Russell's

opinion, this proposition concerning the simultaneous

assertion of all the propositions of some class k is

incomplete, since, if x is not a proposition, "x is a k"

cannot imply x; the proposition in question must be prefixed

with the hypothesis, "X implies x". Thus, it is claimed by

Russell that conclusions represented by a single letter in

the propositional calculus must be propositions; otherwise,

Russell maintains. the asserted implication will be false

due to the fact that only propositions can be implied. To

this intent, Russell prefixes some of the axioms of the

propositional calculus with the propositional stipulation
68

of the form, " p implies p".

Russell also claims that the hypothesis for

formulas of the propositional calculus - that is, that the

nonlogical symbols represent propositions - is needed only

for terms having a principal implication, not for terms havi~g

a subordinate implicationl "It should ~e noted that the~e

may be any number of subordinate implications which do not
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require that their terms should be propositions; it is only
69

of the princip~ implication that this is required." In

order to prove his point, Russell takes the first axiom of

the propositional calculus I if p implies.q, then p implies ,q.

According to Russell, the first axiom of t~fle proposi tional

calculus holds regardless of the fact that p and q be

propositions or notQ Russell argues in this manners if

either p or q is not a proposition, then "p implies q" will

be false; however, if this is the case, then tip implies qtl

still will be a proposition - consequently, the antecedent

will be false and the consequent will be false, but the

first axiom of the propositional calculus, tlif p implies q,

then p impJies cit• r will be true6 Now, if the principle of

importation is applied to the first axiom of the propositional

calculus, we Vlill arrive at the following formula 3 nip implies

qt, together with p, implies q". Using the standard symbols

.~£ the propositional calculus, this is a transition from

"(p:::>q)~ (P?q)" to "[(p?q)'",pJ~qlt. In Russell's opinion,

this latter formula can only be true when p and q are

propositions, and in order to be universally true, it must be

prefixed by the two hypotheses, "p implies p" and It q implies

q". Thus, Russell states, principal implications require

hypotheses of the form, "p implies p", but subordinate
69

implications do not require such hypotheses.
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presented in terms of a dilemma. If the variable is

restricted, then how is it possible to analyse the

proposition, "any man is mortal l
', since formal implication

has disappeared? Furthermore, if the variable is not

restricted p then some of the axioms of the propositional

calculus will be false. Russell seems to take the position

of & partial restriction of the variable; the repercussions

of such a position are supposed to be two-fold. (1) it

allows the examination of the proposition, "any man is mortal",

with the use of formal implication; (2) it preserves the

truth of the axioms of the propositional calculus.

Russell returns to the implica.tion, fiX is a man

implies x is a mortal" in order to cOTIl..rnent on the

relationship of the variable to formal implication. It is

maintained by Russell that the variable, x, must not be

restricted in this implication, since, if it is restricted,

we will be forced to state that no matter what entity we

choose in the universe, it will be a man. The restriction

of the variable does not account for the cases in which it

will be false to state that such~and-such an entity is a

man; if such a view of the restriction of the variable is

permitted, then one will not be able to cope with the

null-class or null propositional functions. Thus, where
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there is a restriction on the variable, we will know that

the implication in question is not a formal implication

unless the said restriction is removed and prefixed to the

implication. Under Russell's view of implication, th~reforef

70
an unrestricted varia~le is a sign of formal implication~

There is also a claim by Russell that the implication,

"xis a man implies x is a mortal", does not assert a

relation of two propositional functions, but is itself a

single propositional function which is constantly truee It

is not permitted therefore to vary the x in "x is a man"

independently of the x in "x is a mortal". Both variables
71

must be varied simulataneouslye

In the middle of section forty-two of Chapter III,

Russell finally states what formal implication i8.. According

to Russell, formal implication is not a single implication,

but is a class of implications; formal implication is a

variable implication in which no member of the class of

implications contains a variable. In terms of modern

_symbolic logic, formal implication is the_implication to be

found in first order predicate calculus in such formulas as
72

"(x) (¢ x-:;'fx)"o
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Diagram I

Formal Implication

(x)(.0x ::>'"'fx)

$6a ~ "f a

$6b :J Ifb.

. .
%n OJ 'fn

class or variable implication:

members of class implication

contain no variables and every

member is true.

Ma~erial Implication

implication between propositions

In his analytic treatment of implication, Russell

proceeds further in order to arrive at a more fundamental

explanation of forr.lO.l implication. Russell compares two

propositions vis ~ vis formal implications (1) Socrates is

a man implies Socrates is a mortal; (2) Socrates is a man

implies Socrates is a philosopher. In (1), the variability

of "Socrates" is not restricted while in (2), the variability

of "Socrates" is restricted if the implication is to remain

true. As a result, Russell states, formal implication seems

to involve something else besides material implication whereby

a term can be varied. In (1), the relation of inclusion

between the classes of men and mortals seems to be the

relevant factor in the explanation of formal implication.

Yet, Russell claims, the relation of inclusion cannot meet

all the cases in which formal implication is employed. In

.'



The verb, according to Russell, is the "distinguishing mark
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Russell's opinion, it is the notion of assertion which can

deal adequately with the other troublesome cases of formal
73

implication.

Propositions have been analysed customarily in

terms of subject and predicate. This, however, does not

give due weight to an important element of the proposition

- namely,. the verb. Every proposition, says Russell, is

capable of division between the subject and that which is

'said about the subject - what Russell calls the "assertion",

For example, in the proposition, "So.crates is a man", the

subject is "Socrates" while the assertion is "is a man".

74
of propositions", and therefore, remains within the assertion.

It is to be noted that the assertion is nether true nor false.

The analysis of propositions into subject and

assertion is made by Russell in order to distinguish formal

implications in which a variable is not restricted from those

in which a variable is restricted. Russell suggests two ways

of making such a distinction, (1) in the proposition, "Socrates

is a man implies Socrates is a mortal", there is a relation

between the. two assertions, "is a man" and "is a mortal",

Whereby when the one holds so does the other; (2) the
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proposition, "Socrates is a man implies Socrates is a mortal",

can be analysed into the subject. "Socrates", and an

assertion about "Socrates tl • These two ways of distinguishing

do not accommodate the proposition, tlSocrates is a man

implies Socrates is a mortal tl • into a class of material

implications; they only carry the analysis of formal

implication one step further. The first way of distinguishing

needs to be supplemented by saying that the one same subject

must be the subject of the assertionse The second way of

distinguishing implications in which a term may be varied

from those which cannot be varied is more objectionable than

_the first waYe The suggested analysis of tlSocrates is a man

implies Socrates is a mortal" into the subject, tlSocrates".

and an assertion about tlSocrates", and claiming that the

assertion holds for all terms is not possible, says Russell.

In Russell's opnion. the proposition, "Socrates is a man

implies Socrates is a mortal tl • consists of two terms and a

relatione The two terms are tlSocrates is a manti and

tlSocrates is a mortal tl , and the relation is tlimplies tl " In

relational propositions analysed in terms of subject and

assertion, it is argued by Russell that the sUbject of such

propositions must be one of the terms of the relation which

is asserted. In this regard, Russell finds this latter

way of distinguishing implications in which a term may be

varied from those which cannot be varied objectionable. As
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a result, Russell dismisses this latter way of distinguishing

in favour of the first way of distinguishing. By adopting

this first way of distinguishing, Russell considers formal

implication to be obtained from a relation between
75

assertions.

The relation of inclusion between classes is

unsatisfactory to explain the notion of formal impli~ation;

Russell believes this to be the case due to the nature of

relational propositions. If one takes a relational example

of formal implication in which t~e assertions concern

different subjects such as "A is before B implies B is

after A", one CRn say that both propositions makinG up the

implication have A and B as subjects - this is not to say

that each proposition has the same subject, itA and B". One

can analyse the proposition, "Socrates is a man implies

Socrates is a mortal", by the use of class inclusion.

Diagram II

the class of mortal thingsl Socrates, other human
beings, animals, etc.

the class of menl Adam, Socrates, Bertrand Russell,
etc •
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However, other relational propositions cannot be broken

down in the same fashion via class inclusion, especially is

this the case with asymmetrical relationse Russell

therefore conclud~s that the notion of propositional

function and assertion are more basic than the notion of

class, and that the notion of class is inadequate to explain
76

formal implication.

Russell also maintains that the notion of "every

term" is indefinable and primitiveo Since formal implication

holds for every term, it will not do to explain "every term"

by means of formal implication. In fact! Russell goes further

to say that if the notion of "every term" is not admitted,

formal truths - that is, truths of formal implication - will
77

not be possible.

According to Russell, the importance of formal

implication can be found iothe fact that it is employed in

all the rules of inference. Formal implication, Russell

asserts, cannot be wholly defined in terms of material

implication; besides material implication, some further

principle must be cited in the explanation of forma].
78

implication. Russell sums up his discussion on formal

implication by stating that formal b:plication is tithe
79

affirmation of every material implication of a certain class".
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say that it is the class of all propositions in which there

~s an assertion made concerning a certain subject or

~ubjects implying another assertion having the same subject

or subjectsr thus, formal implication is derived from a

relation between assertions~ Russell acknowledges that

there are logical difficulties. -wi th..·regards to his. notion

of formal implication; an examination, Russell states, of

the components of a proposition is thus called for. The

remainder of The Principles Of Mathematics is put forward
80

with this aim in mind.



B.)I IMPLICATION BET\'lEEN THE-ERINCIPLE.§. AND PRINCIPIA

In the interim period between The Principles Of

Mathematics and Principia Mathematica Russell wrote a
)

number of articles which have some relevance to his notion

of implication. At this point in my exposition pf Russell's

notion of implication, I would like to discuss these

articles.

There is a lengthy article by Russell published

in 1906 in the American Journal Of Mathematics entitled

ItThe 'J:'heory Of Implication".. Russell begins his article,

ItThe Theory Of Implication", in the most explicit manner

by stating exactly what he intends to dOl "The purpose of

the present article is to set forth the first chapter of the
81

deduction of pure mathematics from its logical foundations~"

I take this statement of purpose by Russell to be of prime

importance since it reaffirms the thesis of logicism. In the

first preface to The Principles 0tJ3~~hematics, Russell

similarly maintained Itthat all pure mathematics deals

exclusively with concepts definable in terms of a very small
82

number of fundamental logical principles ••• 1t This so-called

"first chapter" is to focus upon deduct _~on, and deduction

__. involves the study of the principles which permit inferences

from a set of premisses. If assumptions are to be made
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8]

be made explicit first.

In The Principles Of Mathematics, Russell

claimed that symbolic logic is the discipline which is
84

.concerned with deduction. Traditionally, Russell states,

symbolic logic is said to consist of two parts which are

supposedly equally important I (1) the theory of propositions;

(2) the theory of classeso Yet, in terms of deduction,

Russell claims that the theory of propositions necessarily

precedes the theory of classes since the latter depends

upon the former in the use of principles whereby one

proposition is infe~red from another proposition. However,

Russell shows a dissatisfaction in describing his article as

an exposition of the theory of propositionsJ more precisely

speaking, "The Theory Of Implication" is to be "the theory
., 85

of how one proposition can be inferred from another .•

If one proposition can be inferred from another

proposition, this inference is possible only on the grounds

that there exists a relation which permits such an
86

inference. This relation, Russell states, is known as

implication; thus, a formal system must incorporate a

satisfactory number of premisses with respect to implication

in order to ensure deductive technique.
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Russell's article, "The Theory Of Implication 1l
, puts

forward a number of propositions which act as the

characteristic premisses of implication. With regards to

these premisses, Russell makes three claimsi (1) they are

true; (2) they are sufficient to carry out all the

customary forms of deduction; (3) Russell himself has not
87

been able to diminish their number. In spite of the fact

that the formal rules of-a system tend to act against the

likelihood of any unconscious presuppositions, it-is still

quite possible to employ a principle unconsciously; due to

such a possibility, Russell attempts to qualify his second

claim. On the other hand, Russell's third claim states

that the proposed set of premisses may not be necessary to

the theory of deduction. Hence, Russell's general con~ention

lS
with respect to these premissesnthat they are sufficient,

but not necessary for all usual forms of inference.

In "The Theory Of Implication", Russell

acknowledges the use of certain symbols borrowed from Peano -

one of these borrowed symbols is the 11:> 11 for implication.

In his unpublished a:c'ticle, "Recent Italian Work On The

Foundation Of Mat_'wmatics", Russell had refe'rred to Peano' s

symbol for implicationl ,"For the relation of implication

between propositions, Peano employs a capital C upside down,
88

thus I p:J q. 11 While the symboli3m in "The Theory Of
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the ideas in the article are mainly due to Frege e Two of

the ideas in "The Theory Of Implication" adopted from Frege

area (1) the in~erpretation given to "p implies q"; (2) the

use of implication and negation as primitive connectives or
89

termsc In The Principles Of Mathelffitics, Russell arrived

at his results independently of Frege's worka "If I had

become acquainted sooner with the work of Professor Frege,

I should have owed a great deal to him,-. -but. as -i t .is....1 .arrived
90

independently at many results which he had already established."

In the first appendix to The Principles Of

Mathe~~~~ Russell briefly. discussed the doctrines

contained in Fre~e's logic and arithmetic. It was stated

there that although Frege also took implication to be the

fundamental relation in the propositional calculus, Frege's

notion of implication differed somewhat from the notion of

implication expounded in The Principles Of Mathematics.

Accordi.ng to Frege, implication is a relation which holds

between p and q whenever p is false or q is true; on the other

hand, Russell in The Principles Of Mathe~atics maintained that

impli~ation is a relation which holds between the propositions,

p and q, whenever p is false or q is true. ~ Thus, in

contradistinction to Frege' s notion of imp:!.-ication, the. notion

of implication in The Principles Of Mathematics required that
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the nonlogieal symbols be propositions. It was admitted by

Russell that Frega's notion of implication had a "formal

advantnge" insofar as thE~ hypothesis 'of._the form, Itp impl ies
91

_pit, was avoided thereby~ Yet, Russell had his misgivings

with Frege's notion of implication due to tv/o drawbacks a

(1) negation cannot be defined; (2) it 1S also not possible
92

to define what is meant by a '-'propos-itLon". In "1:Phe Theory

Of Implication", however, Russell adopts Frege's interpretation

of implication in spite of ~he objections put forward in

The Princiules Of Pathemnticse
--~_......_-~_ .._----_.-_..--_._--

According to Russell ~ a d'?rluctiv':' sys GCl.'j must

contai.n undr:d'i ned t "nns; otl1erwise, circulari ty will resul t.

No doubt Euclid I s lil.~.£ll:tfi suffered from this defect. Euclid

did not list any primitive terms, but 2ttempted to define all

his tenns within the system. Such an entelprise is doomed

from the outset to the charge of cjrcularity or to the charge
93

of a.n infinite regress. In "The Theory Of Implication",

Russell is a~are that a deductive system requires primitive

terms; morE'~over, in contrast to 1.'.hi:_Prin.9iplE's Of Mathematics,

Russell recognizes tha~ to a certa.in extent it is arbitrary
94

which tel~s are to be made primitiv8c Nevertheless, the

"arbitrarir:.ess" of the primitiv8 terms is guided by tv/o

considerations I (1) the nur;] bsr of p:cimitive terms is to be as

small as possible; (2) between two distinct sets of primitive
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95

which appears to be easier and simpler will be chosen.

Russell remarks that what he is about to say

concerning iITplication may appear to be artificial at a

prima facie level, but he considers the meaning which he

gives to imp~ication to be the most appropriate and conve!1ient.

It should be noted here that unlike The Prin9iples-.Qf

Mather.1atJc.§., Russell, in "The Theory Of Implication", allows

the fact that there are other legitimate interpretations

which may be r,iven to implication. In !he Principles Of

Mathematic~, Russell was more dogmatic with respect to the

interpretatic'n given to implicationa "Tvw kinds of implicatic'n,

the material and the formal, were found to be essential to
97

every kind of deductione" In "The Theory Of Implication",

there seems to be a change of disposition with regards to the

treatment of the topic of implicationo Russell seems to be

more aware of the complexity of the problem involved in the

interpretation of "inplies"J moreover, some of the

presupposi tions contained in ~ Principles Of r'1athematics

are abandoned by Russell.

The proposition which Russell considers to be

essential for the no.1..;ion of implication is the followinga
98

"What is implied by a true proposition is true." Russell
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intends to say by this claim that if anything is inferred

from a true proposition, then that inference itself must be

true; as Russell maintains, this characteristic of

implication guarantees the notion 0: proof, and if it is not

adhered to, then whatever is meant by deduction lS lost in

the confusion of contradiction and D.2D sequiture Thus,

Russell's interpretation - namely, material implication -

simply asserts that in the implication, "p implies q",
99

unless p be true and q be false, "p implies q" is tru.e.

According to Russell, the chief advantage of his

il1terpretation of implication is that "it avoids hypotheses
'f 100

which are otherwise necessary.- If we wish to assert

"p ~ p", then if implication is possible only between

proposi tions, vIe will have to foreword lip? p" with the

hypothesis that p is a proposition: as a result, if we are

going to use "p :J p" in some particular case, we must provide

a proof that in this case, p is a proposition - otherwise~

lip:> p" will be false. What Russell is trying to S8.y is that

if we do not accpct material implication as the correct

imterpretation of implication between propositions, then we

are left with quite an open and flexible interpretation of

implication. In The PrincioJ.es Of Mathematics, it was

maintained by Russell that "'p~ q' was false if p was not a
101

proposi tion ••• " It was necessary therefore in The PriL1ciples
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Of Mathema~ic.§. to restrict the meaning of implication by

prefacing many of the axioms of the propositional calculus

with a hypothesis of the form, "p '7 p". Russell contended

in The Principles Of Mathematics that every proposition

implies itself and that if something were not a proposition,

it coulo not imply anything whatsoever. Thus, it was

claimed that "p is a proposition" is equivalent to "p implies
102

pile Following Frege, Russell in "The Theory Of

Implication" does not preface his axioms with the hypothesis

of the form, lip 'J p"; the reasons for the abandonment of the

hypothesis of the form, "P:J p", are not entirely given in

"The 'l\heor~r Of Implication" 0 Russel~simply asserts that the

hypothesis of the form, "p:? p", is inconvenientt and that if

we restrict the meaning of implication by Claiming that the

nonlogical symbols must represent propositions, then there

are paradoxes which result. One of Russell's examples to

illustrate the difficulties involved in the restrixtion of

implication is the formula, lip') (q ?p)": it is Russell's

contention that q is not subject to any limitation whatsoever

since even if q is not a proposition, lip::> (q ::> p)" would still
103

be true.

After having explained his primitive propositions

in "The Theory Of Implication", Russell proceeds to give

proofs of various propositions; Russell also introduces the
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notions of propositional product (conjunction), propositional

sum (disjunction) and equivalence in terms of his primitive
104

ideas of negation and implication. In the final section

of his paper, Russell introduces another primitive idea

... namely, "(x)(Cx)lt; this primitive idea asserts "the truth
105

of (C) (x) for all values of x".

In The Principles Of r~1.ematics, Russell had main

tained that there are two types of implications material

implication and formal implication. Material implication,

according to Russell, is "a relation holding between nothing

except propositions of which either the first is false or
106

the second true". On the other hand, formal implication

is not a single implication, but Ita class of implications,

no one of which contains a variable, and we assert that
107

every member of this class istrue". After much analysis.

Russell contended that formal implication could not be

defined in terms of material implication.

Although Russell does draw a distinction between

material implication and formal implication in his article,

"The Theory Of Implication", there is no explicit statement

by Russell to the effect that both implications are unique.

At the end of his article, Russell claims that the primitive
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propositions along with those deduced from such primitive

propositions constitute "what is most important in the
108

theory of implication"; propositions of the form,

lip .., q", concern material implication only. In terms of

logical order, the theory of material implication precedes

the theory of formal implication in which propositions of
109

the form, "(X)(~X ..,lfx) II , are asserted. Russell's

distinction between the theory of material implication

and the theory of formal implication is tantamount to the

modern, standard distinction between the propositional

calculus and first order predicate calculus. Unlike The

'p'riD.c~pJ.es Of Mathematics, Russell in "the Theory Of Impli-

cation" does not attempt to explain the exact dif.ferences

between material implication and formal implication. In

the former work, it was pointed out by Russell that the

notion of inclusion is unsatisfactory to explicate the

notion of formal implication. To this endeavour, Russell

proposed a theory of assertion which was employed in order
110

to explain relational examples of formal implication.

In "The Theory Of Implication", Russell does not pursue

this issue concerning the nature of formal implication.

There is only the statement by Russell that formal implication

involves propositions of the form, "(x)(,0'x ':J'f x)", and that

-under Peano's notation, "(x)-(0'x -:;Yx)" is equivalent to
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111
tt 11x :> 'i' x" •

"
In "The Theory Of Implication", Russell's aim is to

present the propositional calculus in such a manner that all

the assumptions of the undertaking are rendered explicit.

In comparison to The Principles Of Mathematics, Russell

incorporates a number of novel ideas in "The Theory Of

Implication": (1) a symbolic technique; (2) the assertion

sign, II 1-"; (3) Occam's Razor; (4) the primitive connectives,

" :) tt and 11 .... "; (5) the re jection of the hypothesis of the
112

form, "p A p", for well~formed formulas.

There are two articles which appeared in I.Hnd in

1908 - one is w' itten by MacColl and the other is a reply by

Russell. MacColl's article which is entitled "'If' And

'Imply'fl concerns Russell's interpretation of implication

and th2 consequences which accrue from such an interpretation.

MacColl remarks that Russell in The Principles Of Mathematics.

adopts the usual interpretation given to implication - that

is, "A imp1ies B" (or "if A then B") is equivalent to the

dis jUl~ctive, tl ei ther A is fal se or B is true". From this

interr~etation of implication, Russell had contended in

The Principles Of Mathematics that it folloVis that.o.f any

~wo prJpositions, one must imply the other; with respect to

this contention, MacColl admits that it does follow from
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Russell's interpretation of implication. However, MacCol1

claims, the contention is so paradoxical that it renders

Russell's interpretation of implication to be suspect. In

MacColl's opinion, it is a mistake to think that an impli

cation or conditional is equivalent to a disjunctive. If

we take the two statements, "He is a doctor" and "He is

red-haired", each of which is a variable, it follows from

Russell's interpretation of implication that either ."if he

is a doctor, he is red-haired" or lIif he is red-haired, then

he is a doctor". From these two conditionals, MacColl states,

it follows that either all doctors are red-haired or all

those that have red hair are doctors. According to inacColl,

Russell's interpretation of implication leads to the view

that if we find a person with red hair, then he must be a

doctor or if we find a doctor, then he must have red hair.

However, says MacColl, it is not necessarily the case that

if a person is red-haired, then he is a doctor; moreover,

just because a person is a doctor, it does not follow that

he has to be red-haired. Thus, ·the contention, "of any two

propositions, one must imply the other", cannot be true;

furthermore, since this contention follows from Russell's

interpretation of implication, Russell's interpretation
113

cannot be in keeping with "ordinary linguistic usage".

Russell's rejoinder is entitled "'If' And 'Imply',



A Reply 'l10 Mr. I'1acColl II. It is claimed by Russell that the

arguments put forward by ~lacColl show that MacColl "has

failed to grasp .• .. the dis tinction he_tween propositions
114

and -E0posi tion2.1 functions". The statements, "He is a

doctor" and "He is red-haired", are variables in the sense

that if it is undecided as to whether they are true or false;

they are not propositions therefore, and cannot imply each

other. Thus, Russell affirms, although the contention, "of

any two propositions, one must imply the other", is true,

the contention, "of any two statements, one must imply the

other", is not true. A proposition such as "Mr. Smith is

a doctor" cannot be a variable because Mr. Smith is either

a doctor or he is not a doctor. Consequently, if we take

any two propositions, we know that under Russell's inter

pretation of implication, namely, material implication,

one proposition must imply the otherl

Of the propositions 'Mr. Smith is a doctor' and '~r.

Smith is red-haired', it is easy to see that one must
imply the other, usir.g the word 'imply' in the sense
in which I use it. (That this is not the usual sense,
may be admitted; all that I affirm is that it is the
sense which I most often have to· speak of, and there
fore for me the most convenient sense.) 115

For two propositions, there are four cases in which one
116

proposition must materially imply the other.
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Diagram III
--

p q

T T p::>q, q:JP

F T P:J q

T F q ? P

F F p::>q, q::>p

Of any two propositions, one
must imply the other.

In conclusion, Russell makes the point that MacColl's

classification of statements into the classes of certain,

doubtful and impossible is correct if it is to be understood

that the classification lS for propositional functions, not

propositions e Propositions have only a twofol6 division
117

governed by the claims of truth and falsityo

Concerning the last article which I wish to discuss

in this section, namely, "Mathematical Logic As Based On

The Theory Of Types", there are two points which should be

made with respect to Russell's notion of implication. In

the enumeration of his primitive ideas, Russell does not

take negation and implication to be his primitive connectives

as in "The Theory Of Implication"; retaining nega~ion as a

primitive idea, Russell discards implication as a primitive

idea in favour of disjunctions

"In a previous article in this journal ["The Theory Of
Implication"], I took implication a.s ind.e.finablC" instead
of disjunction. The choice between the two is a matter
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of taste; I now choose disjunction, because it enables
us to diminish the number of primitive propositions~II 118

Of course, Russell is slightly mistaken with regards to his

claim that implication vIas taken to be indefinable in liThe

Theory Of Implication"_ Although Russell took implication

to be indefinable in The Principles Of Mathematics, he

maintained that implirati.on was undefined in "The Theory
119

Of Implication"~ Moreover, this distinction between

"indefinable" and "undefined" was deemed to be crucial by
120

Russell in "The Theory Of Implication"o

The second point to be made with respect to Russell's

article, flMatheI'latical Logic As Based On The 1J..1heory Of Types",

vis a vis Russell's notion of implication is that Russell

defines "P? q" (read lip implies q") as "..,p \j q II meaning lip is

false or q is true". Moreover, Russell adds a consideration

to his definition of implications "I do not mean to affirm

that 'implies' can not have any other meaning, but only that

this meaning is the one which it is most convenient to gi~e

121
to. 'implies' in symbolic logic."
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In the preface to The Principles Of Mathematics,

Russell wrotel

The second volume [of Jhe Principles Of Math~matics1,

in which I have had the great fortune to secure the
collaboration of Mr e A. N. Whitehead, will be addressed
exclusively to mathematiciansa •• The present volumep
which may be regarded as a commentary upon, or as an
introduction to, the second volume, is addressed in equal
measure to the philnsopher and to the mathematician~ 122

However, as Russell's work progressed, it was discerned that

the subject matter had become much larger; moreover, some

of the problems discussed in The Principles Of Mathematics

which were left "doubtful and obscure" demanded new
123

solutionse To this intent, Russell and Whitehead

expounded the three~volume ~agnum 00 s known as Principia

Mathematica"

References to the notion of implication are contained

mainly in the first volume of Principia N_athe:natica. In the

first edition of that work, negation and disjunction were

taken as the two indefinables of the" propositional calculus;

in the second edition, it was acknowledged that these two

indefinables could be replaced by Sheffer's stroke, l!p/q"
124

(read "p stroke q" or lip is incompatible with q"). Chapter

I of the introduction incorporates an explanation of the

notation and ideas to be found in the rest of the text, and

57
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it is here that the reader firstly encounters the notion of

implication$

According to Russell, there are four fundamental

functions with respect to propositions& ( 1 ) the contradictory

function; (2 ) the disjunctive function; (3 ) the conjunctive
125

function; (4- ) the implicative functiono I w.'ll not

discuss the first three functions since they are not germane

to this paper. The implicative function for Russell is a

function having two arguments, p and q, in which p and q are

propositions; the proposition expressirg the claim that

"either not~p or qlt is true is It_ pvq " - thl!? proposition in

effect states that p implies q, "p::> qlt. In his account of

the notion of implication, Russell makes an interesting

points "But 'implies' as used here expresses nothing else

than the connection between p and q also expressed by the
126

disjunction tnot-p or q'." It should be noted also that

Russell considers the proposition, "p implies qt" to be

interchangeable with the proposition, "if p, then q"o

Moreover, in Principia Mathe~atica as in his earlier

article, "Necessity And Possibility", Russell does not
127

equate the notion of inference with the notion of .implication"

Imolication in PrinciDia Mathematica means material'. ~,=:"~~,::";:;;,;:::",,,;:,,:,:::~=:,,:::,,,::-=-,::,-;:

implication, and Russell is quite emphatic in his
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differentiation between material implication and formal

implication. When an a9parent variable of the form, ~x. is

associated with implication, this yields an extension of

implication called formal imDlicationJ thus, formal

"_" implication, Russell states, is a "derivative idea" of
128

material implication~ Russell's definition of equivalence

as mutual implication also involves the counterpart of formal
129

implication - namely, formal equivalence.

As it has been said hitherto, inference for Russell

is not the same as i~plication; rather, Russell claims t

130
inference is "the dissolution of an implication". In

other words, given two assertions, p and "p implies q", one

can infer q. Moreover, the means whereby one proposition

is inferred from another proposition cannot be formally
131

stated.

Returning to the topic of formal implication,

Russell states that whe.n "fix;) t x" always holds [i. e. II (x)

(yfX:>YX)" holds], it is said that,0x formally implies 'fx.

In many cases, we ~~ve an implication of the form, ~'Socrates

is a man' implies 'Socrates is mortal'''; i~ such a case,

the said implication is often a particular instance of a

formal implication, "(x)(,0x :>"--.y x)". It has been thought in '

the past, Russell contends, that if an implication is not a
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particular case of a formal implication, then it is not

really an implication at all. Furthermore, such implications

have been ignored due to practical considerations insofar as

such impl5.cations cannot be known unless the antecedent 1S

false or the consequent is true; as a result, such

implications do not help us know the consequent either

since in the first case when the antecedent is false, the

consequent may be true of false, and in the second case, the

consequent is known to be true already. In this sense,

therefore, such implications do not serve the purported

purpose of i.mplication -namely, by the rules of deduction

to produce conclusions which previously were not knowno On

the other hand, Russell asserts, formal implications do

serve this purported purpose of implication; it is often

known thai; lJ(x)(,0x:>y X)" and )6y are the case whereby it
132

follows that ty can be known via the rules of deduction.

An alternative notation to express formal implication has

been put forward by Peano in which "(x)()6x:>tj/ x)" is
133

equivalent to "Y'x:>rx".
'f.

At the beginning of Part I of the first volume of

principia ~athematicat Russell talks about implication with

respect to the theory of deduction. Russell makes a number

of claims concerning his notion of implication, but it

would seem that most of these claims have been enunciated
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previously in his article, "The Theory Of Implication"e

There is the same point contained in ~he P!'i-n~iples Of
Mathematics and "The Theory Of Implication" that if one

proposition is to be ~.f'e.rr~ from another, then there must

exist a relation whereby one proposition can be the
134

consequence of the othere Of course, this relation is

material implication. As in his earlier works, deduction

for Russell is dependent upon j'lplication, and any deductive

system must embody a sufficient number of premisses with

respect to the properties of implication in order to ensure
135

all the customary forms of inference.

When a proposition q follows from a true proposition

p, we know that q is true; thus, p implies q. In Russell's

opinion, this is the essential property of implication 
136

namely, "what is implied by a true proposition is true".

Again, Russell defines implication in terms of negation and

disjunction, and he maintains that although there may be .

other well-grounded interpretations of implication, material
137

implication is best suited for his purposes.

In The Principles Of Mathematics. one of the

prerequisites of an implication was that the nonlogical

symbols be propositions; as a result,_Russell prefaced most

of the axioms of the propositional calculus with the
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hypothesis of the form, "p implies pliO In his article,

'"rhe Theory Of Implication", Russell abandoned this

hypothesis maintaining the view that the nonlogical symbols

need not be propositions. Although Russell does not

stipulate in aincipia l1athematica .that the-hypothesis of

the form, "p impl ies p tt, must preface well-formed formulas ~

it would seem that his position is not in agreement with

liThe Theory Of Implication". Russell does claim in

Principia
a

Ma..!bematica that if implication is to occur, then

the nonlogical symbols must stand for propositions; however,

unlit~e The Pr~n~iples Of Mathematics, there is no mention

of a hypothesis of the form, "p implies p", to preface
138

well-formed formulas.
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It can be maintained that after the writing of

Principia r:1"l,t.;:,,;..;h.;;;e,;.;.m:.;a::..t;:.;i;:.c.;;.c;.;L and its sUbsequent publi cation,

Russell did not devote his study to mathematical logic as

he had done in the period between 1900 and 1910. Of course,

there are exceptions to this claim. In 1910, Russell

bedame a lecturer at Cambridge in logic and the principles
1)9

of mathematics. When he was invited to give the Lowell

lectures at Boston in 1914, Russell was also a visiting

professor at Harvard where he taught a course in epistem
140

ology and a course in advanced logic. No doubt there

are other exceptions as well, but it would seem that this

claim is well-founded. As Russell relates in hia Auto-

~iography, the period during which Principia Mathematica

was written was painstaking; besides the occasion of

personal traf:edies, the "mathemati cal elaboration" involved

in Prinei uia fJIathematic2. was a formicable task of much
l-~ ----r.1.

labour. Having finished Principia ~atheMattca, Russell's

enthusias!rl for mathe~atical 10F~.i.C abated ~reatlyr "This

invitation to write a general outline of my philosophy came

at a fortunate moment. I was glad to esc~pe from the rigours
142

of symbolic: reasoning ••. " In fac"t, wi th the oncoT1ing

of World War I, Russell diverted his intereets to the issues

imminent in the contending hostilities r

It may seem curious that the War should rejuvenate
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anybody, but in fact it shook me out of my prejudices
a.nd made me think afresh on a number of fundamental
questions. It also provided me with a kind of activity,
for which I did not feel the staleness that beset me
whenever I tried to return to mathematical logic. l4J

Due to his an~i-war activities, however, Russell was

imprisoned, and it was there that he wrote Introduction To

Mathematical Philosophy in 1918.

According to Russell, his book, Introduction To

Mathematical Philosoph1l, was to have been a "s.emi-popular
145

version" of The Principles. Of Mathematics. The section

germane to this paper which I propose to discuss is Chapter

XIV, "Incompatibility And The Theory Of Deduction". Having

examined the elements of mathe~atics which do not require

the notion of class, Russell turns his attention to those

parts of mathematics which do presuppose the notion of

class. To this intent, Russell's co~cern in Chapter XIV of

Introduction To Mathe~atical Philosophy is to explain the
146 -

theory of deuction.

Since mathematics is deductive, Russell claims that

it is possible to begin with certain premisses from which

theorems can be deduced establishing the whole body of

mathematics. It is maintained by Russell that mathematical

proof does not rely upon "intui t·ion", but rather is based

upon the rules of deduction. As in The Princinles Of
t



symbolic logic is evidence enough to destroy Kant's

Mathematics, Russell argues against any psychological

intrusion into the sphere of mathematics; in Russell's

opinion, the fact that pure mathematics can be reduced to

14'7
contention that deduction demands the support of "intuition",

Having dispelled the role of "intuition" in

deduction, Russell states very simply that when one propo-

sition is inferred from another proposition, deduction is

said to take place; thus, deduction involves an inference

from a premiss to a conclusion. Hence, if the deduction has

,been carried out correctly, there must exist a relation

between the premiss and the conclusion such that if the

premiss is true, the conclusion must be true. It is no

surprise therefore that for Russell, the main feature of

the theory of deduction should lie in this relation known
. 148

as "implication",

Although it would seem natural to tal{e "p implies

q" as the primitive relation in the theory of deduction, it

is more appropriate for technical reasons, Russell claims,

to choose some other relation as the primitive idea of the

theory of deduction. For Russell in the Introduction To- .

Mathematical Phil 0 s.2.Pl':.y. there are at least five functions I
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negation, disjunction, conjunction, incompatibility and
149

implication; all these functions are similar in the

sense that their truth-value depends upon the truth or

falsehood of the propositions involved. Moreover, these

functions are not independent of each other since it is

possible to define some of them in terms of the other

functions. In the Introduction To Mathematical Philoso~,

the relation of incompatibility, "p/q" , is taken to be the

primitive idea for the theory of deduction; however, for

the benefit of the reader, Russell employs five formal

principles having implication and disjunction as primitive

notions. Later on in the chapter in his exposition of

the theory of deduction, Russell shows how Nicod by means

of the relation of incompatibility reduced these five
150

formal principles to one formal principle.

As in some of his other works, implication for

Russell In the Introduction .To Ma..!!18matical. Phil,9sophy can

be defined to mean "either p is false or q is true". With

reeards to this interpretation of implication, Russell

makes two initial claimsl (1) implication is to be inter-

preted in its widest sense which allows q to be true if it

is inferred from the truth of p; (2) there may be other

interpretations of implication, but these interpretations

need not be considered since material implication is con~
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151
venient to the purposes at hand.

Although Russell states previously that psychology

has no place in the theory of deduction. he does acknowledge

that psychology inevitably creeps into the discussion:

"There is always unavoidably somethin~ psychological about
. 152

inference." According to Russell, when we actually

infer the truth of q from the truth of p and the truth of

lip J qlt, the process of inference to the assertion. q. is

indeed psychological. However, the task of logic is not to

dEscribe suc~a process; rather, the task of logic is to

unfold the nature of the relation whereby it_is. p.ar.missible

to infer correctly the truth of q from the truth of p and
153

the truth of "p J q".

It wriuld seem, Russell states, that there is a

confusion among some authors concerning the relation between

propositions whereby an inference is said to be valid. When

q is validly inferred from p, it is necessary that both p

and "not-p or qlt be true; consequently. q must also be true.

However, inference can occur only if It not-p or q" is knovm

by means other than the knowledge of not-p or the knowledge

of q. If not-p is known to be true, then Itnot-p or qlt will

also be known to be true, but in this case. we could never

validly infer q since such an inference necessitates the truth
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of p. Similarly, Russell argues, if q is known to be true,

Hnot-p or q" is also known to be true, but inference cannot

occur here either since q is already known and q there-

fore need not be inferred. Thus, in this example, inference

can only arise when it is known which of the two disjuncts

will make the disjunction, "not~p or q",. true._ To take

a.nother example which Russell uses, there exists a formal

relation between the two well-formed formulas, "r implies

not-s" and Its implies not-r", such that it is known that the

first implies the second without having the knowledge that

the first is false or that the second is true. It is under

such examples as th2se, Russell claims, that "the relation
ISh

of implication is practically useful for drawing inferences". -

Having disagreed with the definition of implication

given in Principia Mathematica, C.I. Lewis maintained that

"not-p or q" is too wide as a definition of "p implies q",

. In the Introduction To Mathematical Philosophy, Russell made

an attempt to answer such a criticism. Russell's first claim

is that it is quite unimportant how we define something as

long as we consistently use that definition. Russell sums

up the chief point of his disagreement with Lewis aa_followsl

when q is "formally deducible" from p in which p and q are

~propositions, Lewis contends that there exists a relation,,--7
oetween p and q which he calls "strict implication" such that
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the relation of strict implication is not equivalent to

"not-p or q" but is a more confined relation whenever there
155

are "certain formal connections" present between p and q;

in response to Lewis, Russell states that mathematics does

not require the notion of strict implication regardless as

to whether it exists or not, and consequently, via Occam's

Razor, it should not be allowed as a primitive idea in the

system. It is contended by Russell that all the points which

Lewis employs against the view of material implication can

be countered, and moreover, the criticisms of Lewis rest upon

.all._.unconscious presupposition taken from a certain. perspec-

tix£ oJ' irnplication which Russ.ell re j ects ini tially_. In his

final conclusion with regards to his disagreement with Lewis

concBrningthe nature of implication, Russell states that

any implication which cannot be defined in terms of truth
156

functions should not be accepted.

In the Introduction To Mathematical Philosophy, it

would seem that Russell is defending the positions resulting

from the techniques of Principia Mathematica, especially is

this the case with respect to the notion of implication.

Although Russell does not comment in detail as to whether

material implication can hold only between propositions,

again it would seem as in Principia Mathematica that this is



indeed the case in contradistinction to the position of

·"rhe Theory Of Implication". The only note in the Intro-

duction To Mathematical Philosophy with respect to formal

implication is that propositions having the form, "¢x
157

ah...,ays implies 1./1 XII, are formal implications.
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C, CRITIQUE

In the consideration of clarity, I would like to

preface this section of my paper with a few general remarks.

The "critique" part of the paper is divided into a number

of sub-sections. In all of these sub-sections, save the

last sub-section, I have attempted in general to appraise

certain issues concerning Russell's notion of implication

without the aid of the views of other critics. In the last

sub-section, however, I have reviewed certain comments put

forward by the authors of various secondary sources in

order to establish as to whether such comments are warranted

or not. Yoreover, due to the fact that there are myriad

issues embodied in Russell's early philosophy, I have

found it necessary for reasons of relevance to limit my

critical remarks to those issues which have some direct

bearin~ on his notion of implication.
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C.11 THE SCHRODER-MACCOLL DISPUTE

In The Principles Of Mathematics, Russell discusses

a disagreement between Schrbder and MacColl. Schrbder had

maintained that on the assumption that p, q and rare propo-

sitions, lip and q implies r" is equivalent to lip implies r

or q implies r". This claim by Schroder was objected to by

Hugh MacColl who stated that although lip implies r or q

implies r" implies lip and q implies r", lip and q implies r"

does not imply lip implies r or q implies r " . According to

Russell, there 1S no genuine disagreement between Schrbder

and MacColl since Schrhder is "talking about propositions

and material implication while MacColl is talking about

propositional functions and formal implication. After

giving an eludidative exlanation of Schroder's position,

Russell divulges the manner in which MacColl presents his

objection. MacColl had pointed out that if p and q are

mutually contradictory and r is the null proposition, then

p and q implies r but neither p nor q implies r; thus, if

MacColl's criticism is apt, it would seem that there can be

no equivalence between lip and q implies r" and lip implies r

or q implies r"~e However, Russell contends that unlike

Schroder, MacColl is dealing with propositional functions

and formal implication, and therefore, since both positions

begin with different ground rules, there can be no genuine
158

dispute present.
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If we consider Schroder's perspective of propo-

sitions and material implication, we know via the logical

apparatus of the propositional calculus that "p and q implies

r" is equivalent to "p implies r or q implies r".

159
Proof: (by subordinate method)

(1) ~(Ptg):)r
(2) ,v(pJr)
( 3) Sl
(4) I ",(p::>r)
(5) I P4,-,,..,r
(6) p
(7) ptb q
(8) (Pt q):;) r
(9) I ~_r
(10) . C:)r
(11) '

L
~.-. -ry (p ~ r) ::> (q :J r )

( 12 ) _._ (p ::J r) v (q::> r)
( 1 3) 1--.(D .J r) v (g J r )
(14) /. P ·L q
(15) i '[9-;--r) v (q J r)

(16) I I-P'J r
(17) p·Lq
(18) I I P
(19) _ r
(20) -9....2-L
( 21) j p ~ q

~~~~ ~- ;(24 r

(25) (p~q)Jr _
(26) [(pnv q)::> r];; [(p 'Jlr) v (q:J r)]

Q.E.D.

We have been told by Russell that formal implication



deals with propositional functions and that material

implicaticn deals with propositions. In the light of this

distinction, the positions of Schr~der and MacCol1 with

regards to the formula, \I [(p & q):) rJ:: [(p:> r) v (q::> r)J" I o.-'e

claimed to be compatible by Russells In what sense, however,

is it possible for such a distinction to remedy the Schrbder

MacColl dispute? In Russell's claim that Schr~der employs

material implication and proposi ticJDS and that MacColl

employs formal implication and propositional functions true?

We have shown by the method of subordinate proof that "(P & q)":) r"

is equivalent to "(p:::>r) v (q::Jr)"; it is safe to conclude

therefore that Schroder's position in terms of material

implication and propositions is correct. Is there an

alternative position, that of MacColl's, in which under the

interpretation of formal implication and propositional functicms,

it is correct to state that "(p & q) ~ r" is not equivalent

to "(p J r) v (q ':J r)"? Obviously, Russell thinks that there

is such an alternative position.

Russell claims that MacCol1 is thinking of

propositional functions and formal implication. Let us

grant that presupposition. As a result, p is rendered to the

form, yfx, and following MacColl's argument, q is the

contradictory of yfx (i. e. '" yfx) • No matter what value s we

give to .¢x, we know a priori, so to speak, that "yfx & '" yfx"
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is constantly fa.lse. Since A , replacing r, is the null

propositional function, it also has false values; it follows

that pfx of, N f5x implies A. We can agree with Russell at least

to this point in the argument concerning the first part of the

equivalence in question. Russell in support of MacColl goes

on to argue that f5x is not always false, and in the same

fashion, we cannot say that 'V f5x is not alwa.ys false. Therefore,

neither a.lways implies~ which itself is always false. Since

this is the case, Russell concludes that II [(p & q):) r]~'[(p:Jr)

v (q J r)J II cannot be a legitimate equivalence in the class

calculus.

It would seem that Russell misses the point here.

Although it may be true that yfx is not always fclse and "",yJx

is not always false s it does not follow that the equivalence

in question does not hold. The second part of the equivalence,

namely, 1t(f5X?_tl) v (""'Xix'J ..A.. )II, is treated by Russell as an

implication, but it is a disjunction. 3y the meaning of

disjunction, in order for a disjunction to be true, one of its

parts must be true. Consequently, if yJx does not imply ~L

in a specific case, it follows that 'V Xix will imply A in that

specific case - the converse is also true. Hence, given that

J"L is a null propositional function, It (Xix ::>-'l) v ( ..... yJx:;;A )"

is a tautology - II (Xix & "'-'"Xix) :Jj\..." is also a tautology.
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Diagram IV\11 N~X PHfPX [PXrL [-PX?f
\ (px <\ -(XbA (yfX?J\-) ~ (~%X:J _,L) J

It may be argued that ¢x has no truth value since it is a

propositional function; however, this is not a moot point in

the discussion. No matter what truth values are posited for

>6, .... yfx will have opposite truth values. In any event, the

"x" in yfx is bound by a universal quantifier.

It would seem here that Russell's contention is that

when" [(P4, q)::J rJ -: [(P::J r ) v (q Jr)]" is interpreted in

terms of formal implication and propositional functions, then

the equivalence does not hold. At a prima facie level, this

would seem to concern the following equivalence I II (x) [(,0'X'i> ""yfx)

? ..A--]';; (x) (C0'x ~ ...~ ) V ('Vyfx::>.-J\-)J tt • However, al though

"(x)[(,0'X'b~.0'x)·::>..A.l II is a formal implication, "(x)[(.0'x::> ..}\..)

v (""yfx:::> .../\. )J" is not a formal implication. It would seem

therefore that the equivalence in que stion is not "( x) [( ¢x "0 - ,0'x)

::J.A]::: (x)[(¢x:).A) v (N,0X?..J\..)J", but that Russell is talking

about the following equivalence: "(x)[(.0'x<i",.0'x)-:J.J\':]::: [(x)

(fox')..1\. ) v (x)c-v ,0'x:J.J\ n". There are at least two good

reasons to suppose that this latter equivalence is the
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equivalence in questionl (1) Russell argues that neither J6x

nor tV fix is always false, and therefore J neither always

im~)lies 4 - this argument can only be accepted if the second

part of the equivalence is " " .,
(2) Russell makes the following remark with respect to his

analysis of MacCo1l's interpretation of It C(P-v q):> Y'l~C(p:J r)

v (q?r)] "I

This may be easily rende~ed obvious by the following
considerationst let fix, ~. x, ~x be three propositional
functionse Then "fix • ~ x irnpliesl-x lt implies, for all
values of x, that either %x imp1ies"~ x or ~x implies
A.x. But it does not imply thai either ;2x implies Xx for
all values of r~ or t x implies Xx for all values of x. 160

In this respect, therefore, if "r (P'b q) :> ,.Jl-l~[{p -:;>r) v (qJ r)J "

is interpreted in terms of formal imr1ication and propositional

functions, then the said equivalence cannot hold. Consequently,

if Russell's interpretation of MacColl's position 1S correct,

there can be no genuine dispute between Schroder and MacColl.

With regards to Russell's remark that"[ (p~q)JJ\..J

:. [(p r) v (q J r)J It is false in the class calculus, one can

say that this is not necessarily the case. If Itt (P4, q) :J.JLl

~ [( p ") r) v (q::> r)] It is int e rpret ed a s It ( x) C (%x { "- fix) :> -A--l
~ (x)IT;2x ') ..!l-) v ( '" fix :) A )1 ", then "r (p ~ q) :J j~J::Up "-:> r) v

(q")r)1" is still true in the class calculus. It is only

when II C(p de q)? rJ ~ [( p J r) v (q J r)1 " is interpreted as

"(X) [(J6xdo·'-fix)J.AJ~[(x)(fix?A)v (x)(~fix-;>-A.. )]" that the
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-former equivalence will be false in the class calculus. In

the Schroder-MacColl dispute, therefore, one notices one of

Russell's tendencies - namely, instead of talking in terms

of quantification, to talk in terms of formal implication.

The discussion of the Schroder-MacColl dispute in

The Princinles Of ~athematics is deemed by Russell to be

significant for at least two reasons: (1) it attempts to

show how implications are affected by various nonlogical

symbols; (2) it illustrates that for Russell, there is a

definite distinction to be made betv/een material implication

and formal implication. Insofar as these two issues are

connected in one way or another with Russell's notion of

implication, I would like to devote the next few sections

of my critique to them.



Co 21 PROPOSITIONS AND IMPLICATION

In The Principl~s Of ~athematics, Russell maintains

that p can imply q only-on the presupposition that p and q

are propositions; if p and q are not propositions, then the

said implication will be false. There are also a number of

other claims with respect to implication and the nonlogical

symbols involved in an implication. Implication, that is,

material implication, is indeed indefinable in The Principle~

Of M0th~~atic~. Secondly, although i.mplication is indefinable,

it is Dossible by means of implication to define what is
161

meant by a propositione There are many other contentions

in lI,e Pringiples Of !'tathematics with r'(-;gards to implicati.on

and the nonlogical syrnbols involved in an implication, but to

begin with, I will focus upon the contentions mentioned above

in order to introduce into my presentation other clai~s made

by Russell in The Princ~Qles Of ~athematics.

Firstly, therefore, is implication indefinable?

Although Russell maintains that implicatic:n is indefinable In

The Prtnc~J21es Of rlT;athernatics, by the time that he had

it would seem that his

In Princj.pi 8. ~~a.:ttletna ti~~, .
163

material implication was defined as followsl lip? q = ~pvq Df".

written "The Theory Of Implication",
162

views had altered on the ma~ter.

It should be noted that in the works after The Princioles Of-""----'----
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Mathematics, Rusf:ell does not provide any counterarguments

to the effect that implication is definableJ instead of'

producing counterarguments against the point of view taken

in The PrinciDles Of Math!matics, Russell simply abandoned

the. former position in his later wor]<s. I. would·.the.refore

like to review the argument of The Princjples Of Mathematics.

the position that implication'is indefinable, in order to

ascertain whether it is sound or not. ; • J

Briefly, Russell's argument that implication cannot

be defined is as follows. if one attempts to claim that p

implies q can be defined by saying that if p is true, then

q is true or by saying that if q is false, then p is false,

then although the notions of truth and falsehood have been

introduced, the definition cannot be accepted since we have

defined impJ_i.cations by means of jmplicationJ furthermore t if

one attempts to define implication by means of disjunction

and negation by saying that lip in1plies q" is equivalent to

"n0t-p or q", then one calwot accept this definition either

since implication is defined by means of equivalence and
164

equivalence is mutual implication. The gist of Russell's

argument is that no matter which way we choose to define

implication, we will be open to the charge of circularity;

as a result, implication cannot be defined.
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In a strict sense, Russell is quite right when he

states that implication is indefinable, but I will argue

that although circularity inevilably arises in a definition

of implication, it is not the type of circularity which

makes the definition t~ivi~l. An argu~ent is said to be

circular when it takes for granted what it is supposed to

prove. For example, if we define what is meant by the word,

"sleep", by saying that sleep is a soporific state, we have

tal~en for granted what we wanted to define since "soporific"

is simply another word for "sleep", this type of definition

is circular because it does not tell us anythins that we

did not k~f)v/ pTeviously save the fact that thE: word, "sopor-

ific", is interchangeable witha. the a.dJectival form of the

word, "sleep", This type of argument is indeed blatantly

circular, and the definition is trivial since it gives us

no new information. On the other hand, however, to state

that "p implies q" is equivalent to "not-p or q" is not

trivial although strictly speaking, tne definition is

circular; in this defini tion of imp:'ic3.tlor,· we are told

that implication can be broken down in terms of negation

and disjunction - that is, so~e new information is imparted.

Since the definition of implication is not blatantly circular,

it is not open to a charge of circulari.ty vlhich is signi-

ficant - consequently, irnpliG:ition can be defined. In The

Princioles Of MathemaTics, Russell is too stric"t in the---_._-_.-...---_.. ---
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charge of circularity with regards toa definition of

implication. If we adhered to Russell's strict view of

c irculari ty, we would have to admit tha.t very few c.onnectives,

if any, could be defined within the boundaries of the

propositional calculus. For example, if one attempted to

define disjunction by saying that "p or q" is equivalent to

"not(not-p and not-q)", then one would be open to the charge

of circularity since equivalence is mutual implication and

implication is reducible to disjunction and negation. In

The Principles Of Mathematics. Russell's criteria for the

circularity of a definition are in fact too narrow; it is

possible therefore to define implication, and as Russell

states in "The Theory Of Implication", it is to some extent

a matter of choice as to which connectives are to remain
165

undefined in a particular system.

Although Russell takes implication to be indefinable

in The Principles Of Mathematics, he does not take the notion

of proposition to be indefinable. Acc6rding to Russell,

every proposition implies itself, and that which is not a

proposition cannot imply anything. It is claimed by Russell

therefore that "p is a proposition" is equivalent to "p implies

p". The extension of Russell's argument is that if we have

a formula, for example, "p J q". and we know that p is not a

proposition, then we know a priori so to speak, whatever p
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and q may stand for, that lip ~ q" is false since p is not a

proposition and that which is not a proposition cannot

imply anything. As a result, the axioms of the propositional

calculus, wherever it is necessary, must be prefaced with a

hypothesis of the form, lip implies p". This hypothes,is of

the form, lip implies p", applies only to principal impli-

cations, not to subordinate implications. For example, in

the formula, "(pJ q):> (p ')q)", if either p or q is not a

proposition, then the subordinate implications will be

false, but the principal implication will be true; it is

not necessary to preface this formula, therefore, with the

hypotheses, lip implies p and "q implies q", since the formula

is logically true regardless as to whether p and q are propo-
'- 166

sitions or not.

In the first appendix of The Principles Of Mathema-

tics concerning Frege's logic and arithmetic, Russell,states

that Frege's interpretation of implication is similar to

the interpretation of implication in ~he'Principles Of

Mathematics save for the fact that for Frege, the nonlogical

symbols involved in an implication need not be propositions

whereas the interpretation of implication in 'Ehe Princi DIes

Of Mathematics stipulates that the nonlogical symbols ..
166

involved in an implication must represent propositions.

Russell's interpretation of implication in The Principles
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168
Of Mathematics stems from Peanoe Moreover, the

interpretation of implication given by Frege is objected to

by Russell on the grounds that the notions of negation and
169

proposition cannot be defined thereby.

In his article, "The Theory Of Implication",

Russell discards the Peanesque interpretation of implication;

in adherence of Frege's interpretation, the nonlogical

symbols involved in an implication need not be proposi ticms,

and implication is simply defined as lip is not true or q is

true". In support of hi.s position, Russell cites the

example of "p::> p". If we wish to assert "p:;) p", then ui~der

the Peano;:,squl:; interpretation, we must preface this formula

with the hypothesis that p is a proposition; according to

Russell, it is quite inconvenient to prove in each case when

we wish to employ "P :J p" that what i t-.applies to. is in fact

a proposition. Furthermore, Russell argues in "The Theory

Of Implication", there are paradoxes which accrue if

implication is restricted by a hypothesis of the form, "p is

a proposi tion". Consider the formula, "(p -b q)? p". If we

follow the position of The Principles Of Mathematics, says

Russell, "(p 'b q):)p" will be false if q is not a propositiono

However, II (p <b q) :> p II means that if p and q are true, then

p is true. We also know via exportation that "(p -4, q) ? pIt

is equivalent to "p J (q :J p)" • In this case, Russell contends
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that even if q is not a proposition, "p :::>(q:::>p)" will still

hold since a true proposition must be capable of being

implied by every entity q. It is the conclusion of "The

Theory Of Implication" that the nonlogical symbols involved

in an implication need not be propositionst in this light,
. \ .

the position in Jhe Principles Of Mathematics V1S a V1S
170

implication is considered to be incorrect.

I wish to pause for a moment now in order to

examine some of the claims made by Russell in both The

Principles Of Matr~ematics a.nd '''I'lle Theory Of Implication"

with respect to implication and as to whether the nonlogical

symbols involved ill an implication must be propositions9

The claims that I consider to be relevant to my analysis are

the followings (1) every proposition imnlies itself; (2)

whatever is not a proposition cannot imply anything; (3)

"p ~ q" is false if p is not a proposition; (4) in the fs>rmula,

"p ") (q J p)", q is not subj ect to any limi tation whatsoever

since lip::> (q :) p)" would still be true .even if q were not a

proposition; (5) paradoxes result if we limit implication

by the hypothesis of the form, lip J p".

(1) is a statement taken from The Principles Of

Mathematics. I consider (1) to be both true and obvious.

However, it is fran (1) that Russell equates "p is a
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proposition" with "p implies pll. I would like to make the

point that I do not accept this equivalence. While it can

be maintained that if p is a proposition, then p implies p,

I do not think that the converse is true. It is a

presupposi tion of any well-formed formula, including "p ::J pll,

that the non logical symbols within the well-formed formula

are statement letters - that is, that the nonlogical symbols

represent propositions. If the nonlogical symbols within the

expression, lip::> p", are not statement letters, then the

expression is not well-formed. We can never know as to

whether p implies p unless we are told beforehand that p is

a statement letter.

172
(2) is also taken from The Principles Of Mat~e~aticso

Like (1), I consider (2) to be also both true and o~vious.

Since implication is inextricably bound up with validity, it

is impossible to have an argument in which a conclusion is

validly inferred from premisses which are not propositions.

A nonlogical symbol, p, which purports to be a proposition,

and is in fact not a proposition, is not well-formed.

Consequently, if p is not well-formed, then p cannot imply

anything.

173
(3) is also taken from The Principles Of Mathematics.

(3) on the correct understanding of (2) is false. Russell
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maintains in The Principles Of pra thematics that lip::> q" is

false if p is not a proposition; however, since p is not a

proposition, "p:::>q" cannot be false, and it cannot be true

either - it is simply not well-formed. From the perspective

of The PrinciQ1.8s Of I,jathepltics, Russell Viould argue that

(1) and (2) are true, but he would maintain that (3) is also

true. It is Russell's acceptance of (3) that leads to the

paradoxes mentioned in "The Theory Of Implication". However,

instead of re,jecting (3) by itself, Russell in "The Theory

Of Implication" rejected (2) as wello It is Russell's

rejection of (2), I will maintain, that leads to other

paradoxes which he does not seem to be aware of in l"l'he Theory

Of Implication". I will attempt to elaborate on this latter

claim later on in my analysis.

(4) is a statement taken from "The Theory Of
174

Implication". In (4), it is cJ.aimed by Russell that even

if q is not a proposi tion, lip:> (q J p)" will still be true;

(3) and (4) are similar in the respect that they both deny

(2). However, if q lS not a proposition, then "p "J(q:::> p)"

cannot be true, and it cannot be false either - on the

presupposi tioD that q is not a proposition, lip.:> (q? p)" is

simply not well-formed. Hence f like (3), un is al so f2.lse II

It should be noted that Russell's discussion in "The Theory

Of Imp1i cat ion" 0 f the form u1a ~ "p ~ (q :J P ) ", i s v er y unc1. ea I' ,
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and it would seem that rather than giving ~easons, Russell

argues more from the obviousness of his claim that "p~(q?p)"

does not require that the nonlegical symbols be propositi oris

if it is to be true. From the perspective of The Principf~

Of Mathematics, if q were not a proposition, tIp ::>(q Jp)"

would not necessarily be false; the antecedent, "q ~ p",

would be false; but IIpJ (q:Jp)1I would be true when p is false

and false when p is trues

Diagram v·

p q ~ p \ P:J(qJP)

T F l- F

F F T

if q is not a proposition:
from the perspective of The
PrinciJ2l es Of ~~a the:-;l3. tics;-

(5) is also a statement from "The Theory Of
175

Implication". The hypothesis of the form, tIp J p", was

prefaced to several axioms of the propositional calculus in

The Principles Of .,lathematics in order to ensure that the

nonlogical symbols represented propositions. Russell in

"The Theory Of Implication" claims (5) to be true. As I have

stated hitherto, Russell's explanation with respect to the

fromula, tIp J (q J p)II, and its relationship to the hypothesis

of .the form, tIp .?p", is very unclear. However, if the

assumptions of The ?rinciples Of ~athematics are accepted, I

do think that (5) will be true; this is not to say that (5)
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is true, but only that if we accept certain premisses of

The Princip1 s Of Mathematics, (5) will be true. For

example, if q is not a proposition, then the formula,

" [(p::>q)4 p] J q" will be false according to the perspective

of The Principles Of Mathematics. We know however via

importation that" [(p::>q)t\l p]:::> q" is equivalent to

"(p:>q).:;) (p ~q)". Now, if q is not a proposition in the

formula, "( p J q) ~ (p :J q) ", both the antecedent and the

consequent will be false, but II (p :::l q) -.::> (p :> q )" will be true.

Diagram VI

\ (P:J q); PJ,,-q -2'i': (pJ q).J (p::> q)
.._----------

T

if q is not a
proposition: from the
perspective of The
PrinciDles Of
Mathem~.tics

It has been clairr.ed that" [(p::;)q)4>p] J q" is equivalent to

"(p')q) ~(p:::>q)"; yet, if these two formulas are equivalent,

they should have the same truth-value. Howeveri if certain

premisses of The Principles Of ~athematics are accepted, the

said formu18s differ in truth-value. Thus, if we accept

certain assumptions from The Prir·:ci pl es Of M§i themati c s, (5)

will be true. It was perhaps to this type of paradox that

Russell referred in "The Theory Of Implication".

Nevertheless, I would like to argue that with certain
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qualifications, (5) is flase. In the propositional calculus

of The Principles Of Mathematics, the purpose of the hypothesis

of the form, "p implies p", is to guarantee that the nonlogical

symbols involved in an implication stand for propositions.

To this extent, (2) was declared to be true in- The Princi£1e~

Of Mathematics. However, Russell considered (2) to imply (3).

(2) does not imply (3), but (2) implies an amended version

of (3) - namely, (3) t ~ "p:? q" is not a well-formed formula

if p is not a proposition. If we accept (3)' rather than (3),

we will not generate the so-called paradoxes that Russell

loosely talks about in "The Theory Of Implication". In order

for (5) to be false, we require one other qualification -

that i 8, instead of the hypothesi s 0 f the form, "p ~ p", we

require a hypothesis of the form, "p is a proposition". This

latter qualification, as I have argued previously, indicates
176

that "p:> pIt is not equivalent to "p is a proposition".

Now, I am not asserting here that we should in fact preface

every well-formed formula with a hypothesis of the form, "p

is a proposition". As Russell states in "The Theory Of

Implic8tion", the hypothesis of the form, lip is a proposition",

would prove to be inconvenient if it had to be placed in

front of every well-formed formula; however, such a hypothesis

is only inconvenient because it need not be placed in front

of every well-formed formula. In other words, in setting up
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the propositional calculus, we only need to state that every

nonlogical symbol is a statement letter; this rids us of the

inconvenience of stating this hypothesis in every case in

which a well-formed formula appears. Russell's reason for

the inconvenience of the hypothesis of the form, "p is a

proposition", is due to the fact that he considers this to be

a restriction upon implication resulting in paradoxes;

consequently, Russell denies (2) and (3)g If we accept (2)

and (3)', I do not think that there are any paradoxes which

result from the hypothesis of the form, lip is a proposition",

My reason for stating that it is incor.venient to place the

hypothesis of the form, "p is a proposition", in front of

every well-formed formula is made only in the consideration

of elegance- that is, it is more elegant to state initially

when we are -setting up the propositional calculus that all

the nonlogical symbols are statement letters.

In the first appendix to The Principles Of Mathematics,

Russell gives two reasons why Frege's interpretation of

implication is unsatisfactory. (1) the notion of negation

cannot be defined; (2) the notion of proposition cannot be

defined. Russell defines negation as follows in The Principles

Of Mathematics. "not-p is equivalent to the assertion that

p implies all propositions, i.e. that 'r implies r' implies
177

'p implies r' whatever r may be." Although this is a
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viable definition of negation, it should be noted that it is

couched in the propositional calculus of The Principles Of

Mathematics, a propositional calculus which is quite

cumbersome. In ItThe Theory Of Implication", Russell

abandons this definition of negation, and negation is taken
178

to be a primitive idea. Russell's first objection to

Frege's interpretation of implication cannot count as a

criticism since negation is usually considered to be undefined.

With regards to Russell's second objection to Frege's

interpretation of implication, we have shown hitherto that

Russell's dpfiniticn of proposition in The Principles Of

Mathematic~ is inadequate. In his later book, . Introduction

To Mathematical Philoso£hy, although Russell differentiates

between proposition and propositional function, he also

remarks that lithe word propositicn cannot be formally
179

defined".

There is an interesting passage in The PrinciDles
~=-..;:..;;:...;;:;:..:.;;..z.._

Of Mathematics with respect to the role of nonlogical

symbols involved in an implication. "Thus, for eXc,Jnple, the

proposition, 'x and yare numbers implies (x+y)2 = x~+2xy+y~'

holds equally if for x and y we SUbstitute Socrates and

Plator both hypothesis and consequent, in this case, will be
180

false, but the implication will still be true." Although

it is put in the context of elementary algebra, this is
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simply in effect Russell's contention that if a nonlogical

symbol in an implication is not a proposition, then the

implication in question will be false; it just so happens

that in this particular example, we have subordinate impli

cations embedded in a principal implication in which as a

res~lt, the principal implication is true. Not only does

Russell abandon this contention in "The Theory Of Impli

cation", but Russ.ell. in~."The Theory.._O:f Implication" also is

willing to allow anything whatsoever to appear as.a non

lovical symbol within an implication. I will now consider

this position in an attempt to show its paradoxical nature.

Let us take a formula - for example, "p ~ (q::J p)".

If we substitute "Socrates" for "ptl and "Plato" for "q tl in

the said formula, then we arrive at the expression, "Socrates

~(Plato~Socrates)". In what sense can it be said that this

expression is true? Certainly, we would not want to say that

tlSocrates" is true or false. If we consider once again

Russell's algebraic example from The Principles Of Mathematics,

(x+y)~ = x~+'2xy + y~, we can arrive at similar results by

substituting "Socrates" for "x" and "Plato" for "y" - namely,

(Socrates + Plato)2 = Socrates~ + 2Socrates Plato + Plato~.

Consequently, it can be said that when a term is substituted

for a variable within an expression, that term must fall

within the variable class; if the term does not fall within
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the variable class, then the expression wi.I.l. not be well

formed. In the case of the propositional calculus, nonlogi

cal_.symbols are required to represent propositions if they

are to imply anything. It just so happens that propositions

have that curious property of being either true or false,

and it is in virtue of this characteristic of truth or

falsi ty that propositions can be said,.:.to imply in Russell t s

sense of the word, "imply", I therefore consider the position

taken in "The Theory Of Implication" with respect to propo

sitions and implication to be fundamentally wrong.

In his later works, Princij?ia r\~a!:b.ematica and Intro

.cluc1i.£,n To :'!iathematical Philosophy, Russell's interpretation

of implication stipulates that the nonlogical symbols involved

in an impJ.ication must ~epresent propositions. In these

works, there does not seem to be a continuation of the

controversy as to whether the nonlogical symbols involved in

an implication must be propositions or not; in effect, the

problem for Russell ceases to be a problem. Moreover, it

should be noted that this final position differs from the

viewpoint ofTha Principles Of Mathematics and "The Theory

Of Implication"; in this respect, one can discern a definite

improvement of Russell's insight into the relationship between

an implication and its nonlogical symbols.
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In The Principles Of Mathematics, Russell maintains

that there are two types of implication "essential to every

kind of deduction"; 0rmal implication and material implica
181

tion. In this present section, I propose to focus upon

the former sort of implication in order to arrive at some

understanding of it in the light of contemporary logic.

As RusGell conceives of it, is for~r:al impl icc tion a

special sort of implication? It would seem at a prima facie

lavel that t'ne answer to this question. must be in the affir-

rnative . Aft8Y.' all, Russell dif.i:erent iates be"vween formal

implication and mate~ial implication, ~ d just from this

alone, it would seem that formal implication must be charac-

terized by so~e distinctive feature that is not captured by

material i;nplication .. 'rhere is much e\ridenC8 in The Prin-

ciples Of Mathematics that this is in fact the casel "This

shows that we cannot hope wholly to define it [formal impli-

cation] In terms of material inplication, but that some
182

further element or elements must be invo:!.ved." However,

seem as if Russell is stating that formal implication can be

derived from material implication:_ ."A-.:D;:-·:'''lal implication

appears to ~e the assertion of a whole class of material
183

impl i cations. 1I In wlla t follows t I 'Ifill argue that al thoH{':h

95
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the answer to this question is not entirely clear-cut in

the context of The Principles Of Mathematics, it would seem

that Russell does in fact conceive of formal implication

as a special sort of implication, distinct from material

implication. However, before I pursue the answer to this

question, I would like to discuss another issue with respect

to formal implication - that is, the relationship of formal

implication to the propositional calculus.

According to Russell's conception of pure mathematics,

if a mathematical proposition, p, is asserted to be true of

an entity, Xi or a certain set of entities, x, y, z, ••• ,

then another proposition, q, can also be_asserted to be true

of the same entity or set of enti tiesl__ nei.ther p nor q is

asserted separately of such entities. What is asserted,

Russell claims, is a relation between p and q; it is this
184

relation which Russell calls formal implication. For

Russell, mathematical propositions are characterized by the

fact that they assert implications containing variables.

It may appear at first sight, says Russell, that this is

not the case - for example, the proposition of elementary

arithmetic, "1+1=2", does not seem to be of this form; how-

eve~,_ Russell maintains that the actual meaning of this

proposition is the followin(!,l "if x is only one and y is
185

one, and x differs from y, then x and yare two".
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In The PrinciDles Of Mathematics,. symbolic logic is

said to require a number of indefinables; in Russell's

opinion, one of these indefinables is formal implication

havinr.; the form, "yIx implies f x for all values of x" where

j6x and 'f x, for all values of x, are propositions. There

is another sort of implication which is considered by Russell

to be indefinable; it is an implication between propositions

containing no variables - this, of course, is material
. 186

implication. At the outset, therefore, it would seem

that the essential difference between these two types of

implication is that formal implica~ion contains variables

whereas material implication does not.

It should be noted that both these types of implica-

tion are claimed to be relations by Russell. The propositional

calculus as a branch of symbolic logic focuses upon the

reJ.ation of material implication; it is a relation which can

hold only between propositions. Yet, for Russell, formal

implication somehow or other is involved in the proposi~ional

calculus; formal implication is a relation between proposi

tional functions when one propositional function implies
187

another propositional function for all.values of the variable.

The question which I would like to pose at this juncture in

my critique .of-formal implication is the following I if

formal implication deals exclusively with propositional
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functions, then how is it possible for formal implication

to playa role in the propositional calculus in which

material implication is the type of implication holding

between propositions?

In order to answer this question, it is necessary

to understand the structure which Russell gives to the

propositional calculus of The Principles Of Mathemati~.

According to Kussell, the nonlogical symbols of the propo

sitional calculus are not propositions; rather, they are

variables. However, Russell also claims that p can imply

q only on the presupposition that p and q are proposi.tions

containing DO variables. If implication is therefore to

occur at all in the propositional calculus, the variables

must be restricted such that their values are those of

propositions. Since material implication cannot handle

variables, there must be some other means whereby a

variable is allowed to take on the value of a proposition.

It is here vvhere formal implication is invoked in order
188

that some sense can be made of the propositional calculus.

Let us briefly look at one of Russell's ax~oms pf

the propositional calculus - the fifth axiom, that of

simplificationl if p implies p and q implies q, then p and

q implies p; as in his other axioms which contain a hypothesis
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of the form, "p implies p", the main implication is said to

be formal while the subordinate implications are said to

be material. Russell's rationale for saying that the main

implication is for.mal and that the subordinate implications

are material is that ..the main implication concerns variables

whereas the subordinate implications conce~n propo~itions

which do not contain variables.. In. other words, the fifth

axiom is simply a string of symbols divided into logical

symbols and nonlo~ical s~nbols. The lo~ical symbols have

been given a meaning supposedly prior to the construction

of any axiom whatsoever; as a result, they are constants:

"We can now understand vlhy the constants in rna th8matics <~re

189
to be restricted ~o logical constan~s••. " Thus, the

nonlogical symbols of the propositional. calculus are

variables. If certain formulas of the propositional calculus

are to form the axioms of the system, then the variables

within these formulas must be restricted if the implications

in question are to be true. Since formal implication is the

implication dealing with vsriables, it is the task of formal

implication in the propositional calculus to restrict certain

variables via the hypothesis of the form, "p implies p".

When the said variables are restricted to take on the value

of propositions, then these propositions are involved in

subordinate implications; these subordinate implications

are material. As a result, the principal implication of the
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fifth axiom is formal rendering the variables to take on

values of propositions which in turn contain no variables.

Although certain formulas may contain formal implications,

this does not mean that the formula will necessarily be

true - for example, if p implies p, then p implies p implies

that p and not-po Following the interpretation of The

Principles Of ~r.athematics, the "if-then" is a formal impli-

cation and the first "p implies p" designates that in what

follows the nonlogical symbol, p, is a proposition; if this

formula did not have to be prefaced with the hypothesis,

"p implies p", then the actual formula would read, " 'r

implies p' implies 'p and not-pill l.e. (p::>p)J(p~"",p);

in the actual formula itself, the implications are material.

In so far as the actual formula contains-material implications,

rather than formal implications, it is this relation of

material implication that is of prime significance to the

propositional calculusl

Our calculus studies the relation of implication between
propositions. This relation must be distinguished from
the relation of formal implication, which holds between
propositional functIons when one implies the other for
all values of the variable. Formal implication is also
involved in this calculus, but is not explicitly studied. 190

Thus far.• I. have..t.ried._Lo._explain ..the. role .~{hich

formal implic8tion plays in the propositional calculus. of

The Principles Of Mathematics. Hitherto, I have argu~d that

.- the hypothesis of the form, "p implies p", is not equivalent
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to "p is a proposition"; I therefore will not go into detail

once again to the effect that the hypothesis of the form,

lip irr,plies p", cannot re.s.:tric_t_.a._var.i.able __ to the value of

a proposition. With respect to the role that ..Russell .

.gi:v:e.s .to formal implication in the proposi tional calculus

0.1' The. Pi-inci'ples Of Mathematics. I will contend firstly

that the usage of formal implication is unnecessary in

the propositional calculus.

In settin~ up the propositional calculus, one of

Russell's main difficulties is that he allows the nonlogical

symbols to be variables. Since Russell also holds that the

expression, "p:.') q", is false,· if ei ther p or q is not a

proposition. then if the truth of certain intuitive axioms

is to be preserved, it would become necessary to restrict

certain variables to the values of propositions; to this

intent, Russell employs formal implication. However. all

of these technical adjustments need not occur if one simply

stipulates that the nonlogical s~lbols are propositional

letters. If one is presented with an expression in which

one of the nonlogical symbols is not a propositional letter,

then the expression is not well-formed.' This manner of

setting up the propositional calculus is to be preferred

in comparison to the propositional calculus of The Prin

ciples Of Mathematics on general grounds of economy. Con-
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sequently, formal implication need not be employed in the

propositional calculus.

Furthermore, I also would like to contend that even

if one accepts Russell's presupposition that the nonlogical

symbols are variables, it follows by no means that the

usage of formal implicaticn is warranted. According to

Russell, formal implications have the form, "f5x implies 'f x

for all values of x" where fix and 'ljJ x, for all values of x,

are propositions. However, in the propositional calculus,

formal implication is the principal implication of

expressions havin~ the following form I if p implies p and

q implies q, then p and q implies po Although it can be

conceded that in both cases formal implication concerns

variables, the interpretation of formal implication does not

coincide with its usage in the propositional calculus.

Following the interpretation of formal implication given by

Russell in I.he Principles Of Mat[lematic~, one can say tha.t

formal implication is cha.racterized by propositional functic)ns

and the word, "every"; moreover, a propositional function

has the form, "x is a %", or if we interpret propositiunal

functions extensionally, "x is in %". On the other hand,

formal implication as it is employed in the propositicnal

calculus by Russell is not characterized .by the. w.ord, "all";

it is also the case that the nonlogical s~lbols of the
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propositional calculus are single letters which when they

are interpreted may have the form, "X is a yi", but need not.

have this form at all. I conclude therefore that firstly,

Russell's usage of formal implication in the propositional

calculus is unnecessary, and secondly, that even if the

presupposition that the nonlogical symbols of the propositional

calculu~ are variables is accepted, Russell's usage of

formal implication in the propositional calculus is still

unwarranted.

Having discussed the role which Russell gives to

formal implication in the propositional calculus of The

Princi pl es 0 f JV!Q..thenatics ~ I now would 1 ike to return

directly to the issue as to whether Russell conceives of

formal implication as a special sort of implication. In the

first and second chapters of Part I of The Principles Of

Mathematics, Russell in a number of places states that

formal implication is a relation; at one point, Russell says

that formal implication is a relation between propositional

functions for all values of the variable, and at another

point, Russell simply says that formal implication is a

relation between assertions. In any event, it is safe to

claim that for Russell in The Pri ciples Of Mathematics,

formal implications concern expressions having the form,

"1ix implies "II x for all values of X" where yix and T x, for
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191
all values of x, are propositions.

It would seem however in virtue of his analysis of

formal implication in chapter three of Part I of The Principles

Of Mathema~ that Russell is not entirely satisfied with

the mere contention that formal implication is a relation.

Consequently, Russell's twofold purpose in chapter three of

Par.t 1_01' The Princil2..±§s Of Mathem8tics is "to examine and

distinguish these two kinds [of implicationJ, and to discuss

some methods of attempting to analyze the second of them
192

[formal implication] II.

In his attempt to explain formal implication more

fully, Russell is led to consider the function of the

variable 'with respect to the expres~ion, "x is a man implies

x is a mortal". Dismissing the Peanesque view of the

variable in which the variable is allowed to vary only to

members which belong to the class of men, Russell opts for

~he view in which the v~riable is allowed to ~ake on all
193

possil:le values.

There is a claim by Russell that the implic~ticn,

"x is a man implies x is a mortal", does not assert a

relation of two propositional functions, but is itself a.

single propositional function which is constantly true.
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One could argue with Russell concerning this claim since the

variables in "x is a man" and It x is a mortal" are not bound"

The implication, "x is a man implies x is a mortal", is

symbolized as follows ln the first order predicate calculus:

f5x~ 1f L (where f5x ::: x i.s a man, ·f x .::: X is a mortal) • Here,.

Russell has forgotten to include the expression, "for all

values of x". Indeed, the implication, "x is a man implies

x is a mortal'l, asserts a relation between two propositional

functionsc Even if the expression, "for all values of x",

were included in the said implication, I do not think that

we would describe it to be a single propositional functionr

rather we would say that it is a universal statement (iee.

all men are mortal}. However, on Russell's own premisses,

if "x is a lTlan implies x is a mortal" is a single propositional

function, then it C8..nnot be true as ,Russell claims it to be
194

since a propositional function- is neither true nor false.

Nevertheless, the gist of Russell's argument with

respect to the expression, "x is a man implies x is a mortal",

is that it is not permissible to vary one variable and then

to vary the other; if the variables are to be varied, then

they must be varied simultaneously. Formal implication,

Russell states, is not a single implication therefore, but

is a class of i~plications; similarly, in a formal implication,

we do not have an implication containing a variable, but we
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have a variable implication.

One of Russell's main concerns with respect to

formal implication is to pinpoint its differentia, that type

of characteristic which sets formal implication apart from

all other kincs of implication. In order to show that

formal implication is not reducible to material implica~ion,

Russell offers two examples of formal implicationl (1) x is

a man implies x is a mortal for all values of x; (2) x 1S a

man implies x is a philosopher for all values of x. It is

possible in (1) to vary x for all possible terms; however.

in (2), the variability of x is restricted if (2) is to remain

true. As a resul·t, Russell concludes that formal implication

cannot be a disguised material implicationl "This seems to

show that form~l implication involves something over and

above the relation. of implication, and that son;e 2.dc3itic.>Yi2.1
196

relation must hold where a term can be varied."

Since formal implic8tion accommodates a definitive

relation besides that of material implication, Russell

considers it his task to specify just what this relation may

be. It would seem that in many cases what we are trying to

say in a formal implication as in the example, "X 1S a man

implies x is a mortal for all x", is that the .c.lass of men

is included in the class of mortals. However, Russell
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contends, there are other cases in which the relation of

inclusion is not involved in a formal implication - for

example, formal implications containing asymP.ietrical relations.

To this endeavour, Russell proposes the notion of assertion
197

as the discriminating factor o~_formal implication.

I have discussed this theory of assertion: hitherto

in my exposition; as a result, although I will not give an

explanation of it, I will state the conclusions which Russell

infers fro~ such a theory with regards to formal implication.

It is claimed by Russell that formal implication is "derived
i'!~

from a relation between assertions"; it should be noted

here that Russell does not say that formal implication is a

relation. Furthermore, the notions of propositional function

and assertion are deemed to be more primitive than the notion

of class. One can discern the importance of formal

implication, Russell claims, insofar as "it is involved in
199

all the rules of inference". In the fiGal paragraph of

chapter three of Part I of (rhe Principles Of -fl':athematics,

Russell sums up his discussion of formal implication by

stating that formal implication is the assertion of a class

of material implications in which no member itself contains

a variable. The class of material implications is the class

of all propositions where an assertion made concerning a

certain SUbject or subjects implies another assertion having
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the same subject or subjects. In short, for Russell, formal

implication holds due to some relation bet~een the assertions
200

in question.

We have observed that in chapters one and two of

Part I of The Princi ples Of f:athcmatics, Russell claimed that

formal implication is a relation; sometimes, it is said that

formal implication is a relation between propositional

functions for all values of the variable, and at other times,

it is sim91y said that formal i:nplication is a relation

between assertions. In chapter three, however, Russell does

not state that formal implication is a relation, but rather

that it is derived from a relation. Although it can be se~n

that this latter claim of chapter three has shifted from the

earlier claim of chapters' one and tV.fO , this latter claim

does not seem to deny the earlier claim tha"t form?l

implication is a relation. However, in his sum::;ary of Part I

of The Principles Of Mathematics contained in chapter ten

entitled "The Contradiction", Russell does in fact deny,

consciously or unconsciously as the case may be, the claim

put forward in chapters one and two that formal implication

is a relationr

In Chapter III we distinguished implication and formal
implication. The form2r holds between any tv/a propositio~s

provid2d the first be false or the second true. lhe latter
is not [italics mine] a relation, but the assertion, for
every value of the variable or v,~riab18s, of a
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propositional function which, for every value of the
variable or variables, asserts an implication. 201

In this respect, Russell has at least three claims in The

Principles Of Mathematics as to whether formal implication

'is a relation or not, (1) formal implication is a rela'tion;

(2) formal implication is derived from a relation; (3) formal

implication is not a relation.

If (1) is true, then one can ask the following

question, in what sense is. the implication in formal_

implication different from the implication to be found in
Wl"

material implication? Russell does maintainAambiguously

that material i mpl ication is a reta.·ti un which holds betvleen

propositio~so It can be said therefore that material

implication applies to those cases in the propositional

calculus in which the nonlogical symbols stand for propositions;

for example, if p and q are propositions in ~he formula,

lip ::> q", then the implication is material. On the other hand',

formal implications are of the form, 1/(X)(,0X? "(X)". My

claim here with respect to formal implication is that in the

expression, "(x)(,0x ':,) "tjJ x)", the implication is a material

one. The occurrences of the binary connective, ":> If, in the

expressions, "p:> q" and If (x )(,0x J ''Y x)", are functionally

equivalent. By the phrase, "functionally equivalent'·, I

mean to say that the implications in both expressions
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function in the same manner, and as a result, both

implications are P.'aterial. In spi te of the. fact that "?"

occurs in different contexts (that· is, the one in the

proposi tional calculus and ~th.e...other) in the first order

pred icate calcul us), it will not do. to say that the "J"

functions differently. If we maintain that the "~~ functions

differently in the first order predicate calculus than in

the propositional calculus, then we should claim in a like

wise manner that such logical operators or connectives as

"v" also function differently in- the first. order predicate

calculus than in the propositional calculus. Indeed. the

binary connective, It:> ", functions in the same manner in

both contexts. The difference between the two expressions,

ltp:J q" and lI(x)(ffx:> yx)", is not to be delineated by

simply saying, as Russell does, that the former is a rr;aterial

implication while the latter is a formal implication. If we

are to detect any difference between the two expressions,

ltp 'J q" and It(x)(,0'x::> yX)", then we must look at the contexts

in which such expressions occur, not at their implications.

By this latter statement, I mean to say that there are

independent notions in the first order predicate calculus

which cannot be found in the propositional calculus. Some

of these notions are: variable, propositional function and

"every" or "some". The implication in the propositional
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calculus and the first order predicate calculus is the same

namely, material implication. It is not warranted to argue,

as Russell implicitly does, that in virtue of the new

notions present in expres s ions of the form. "( x) C0'x".:) lfx)",

that therefore, the implication must be of a snecial sort.
~ --

In setting up the first order predicate calculus, the approach

is basically the same as that of the propositional calculus.

One merely lists the symbols (the undefined connectives, the

punctuation marks, individual variables, and predicate

letters), the vocabulary, the axiom schemata and the rules

of inference; it is permissible also to interdefine other

connectives and to introduce quantifiers. It should be

noted that the connectives are distinct from the variables

and the quantifiers - that is, we can explain the role of the

connectives without employing other subsequent notions such

as the notion of the variable.

Thus, if the implication in formal implication is

material, how is it possible for formal implication to be

a relation? Although Russell states in chapters one and

two of Part I of The Principles Of Mathematics that formal

implication_is a relation, he does not state therein of

what this relation consists. It would seem therefore that

formal implication cannot be a relation unless it has some

hic.~den characteristics which transform it into a relation.
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Since formal implications have the form, "(X)(,0X:J --rx)",

it would be more apt to describe such expressions as universal

propositions. In a sense, this description of "(x)(~:,) -tx)"

as a universal proposition is analogous to what Russell

does by first stating that formal implic8.tion is derived fro:n

a relation between assel.~tions and secondly, that for::l~l

implication is not a relation, but the assertion of a class

of material implications. However, in his denial of the

thesis that formal implication is a relation, Russell leaves

himself open to the charge that formal implication in this

respect cannot be considered-to be an implication at all.

As Russell conceives of it in The Principles. Of

Mathematics, formal implication is indeed a special sort of

.implication. - I have argued hitherto that the implicatiun

involved in formal implication is a material one, and as a

result, formal implication cannot be considered to be a

special sort of implication. One can attempt a reply by

stating that it is nonsensical to ask what kind of

imDlication is involved in formal implication since formalJ. _

implication is exactly the kind of implication involved in

formal implication, and to ask such a question concerning

formal implication is like asking what sort of implication

is involved in material implication to which the answer mllst

be that it is material implication itself which is involved
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in material implication. I think, however, that this reply

is untenable; it presupposes initially that formal

implication is a special sort of implication and that it

is impossible to break up formal implication into its

constituent parts.

Russell need not have talked about formal

implication at all. Formal implication is an unnecessary

and unduly complic~~ted notion if one is attempting to

explain the role·of a variable or of a propositional

functions If Russell required some explanation of the

function of a variable ina first order predicate calculus

for example ,he could have iritroduced the existential

quanti fi er, "( j x)", ar..d for convenience sake, he could

have defined the unive~sal quantifier, "(x)", in terms of

the exi stential quantifier - that is, "( '3 x) U~x) = Df 0 ""

(x) r'w' (fix)". In this way, one is not led astray in thinking

that there are two types of implication - material

implication and formal implication. Having accepted the

notion of formal implication as a special sort of

implication, it is no wonder therefore that one finds this

type of statement in Th~ Principles Of Mathematicsl "The

fundamental importance of formal implication is brought out

by the consideration that is involved in all the rules of
202

inference."
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Although Russell does talk about formal implication

in his later works, it would seem, In spite of the fact that

he refers to expressions of the form, "(x) C¢x:J "/) x) ", 8.S

formal implications, that he does not think that formal

implication is a special sort of implication, distin~t fr'om

material implication. There is evidence for this claim

insofar as formal implication is not involved in the

propositional/calculus of his later works. Moreover, in the

first volume of Princioia Mathernatica, Russell defines formal

equivalence by means of formal implication, and it would

seem that he does not mean to say that this equivalence is
203

of a special sort.



C.4: MATERIAL IMPLICATION

In an inquiry concerning Russell's notion of

implication, it is inevitable to a certain degree that the

discussion should turn sooner or. later to what have been

labelled the "paradoxes of material implication". f'!ly

analysis, however, of these so-called "paradoxes" does not

.purport to be novel in any way. What I propose to do is

simply to examine the relevant material with respect to

these "paradoxes" in an attempt to dispel some of the

customary confusions which have been made. I will present

therefore Russell's views concerning material implication

contrastinG such views. with the objections raised by C.I.

Lewis; eventually, I hope to clarify the entire issue by

the employment of Quine's distinction of use versus mention.

In The Principles Of Mathe~atic~, Russell takes

implication to be indefinable; in fact, in one particular

passage, Russell claims that material implication holds

between propositions regardless of the truth conditions:

"The relation [material implication] holds, in fact, when

it does hold, without any reference to the truth or false
204

hood of the propositions involved." Although I have

examined this position and considered it to be errone~us,

it should be noted that Russell acandoned this point of

view in his later works. There iS I of course, the other

115
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variation with regards to the notion of material implication

- that is, as to whether the nonlogical symbols involved in

an implication must represent propositions or notj with the

exception of "The Theory Of Implication", Russell in

general deems it necessary that the nonlogical symbols

involved in an implication must represent propositions. I

have also discussed this latter controversy hitherto con-

eluding that if the nonlogical symbols of the propositional

calculus are not propositional letters, then they are not

well-formed and cannot imply anything whatsoever in Russell's

sense of the word, "imply",

Nevertheless, in all his logical works, the inter-

pretation given to implication. that of material implication,

is funda.mentally the same. For exampl e, although Russell

claims implication to be indefinable in The Principles Of

Mathematics, he does state that it is a relation which holds

between two propositions of which either the first is
205

false or the second true. In his article, "The Theory

Of Implication", Russell states quite explicitly that the

interpretation of implication is material implication:

"Hence, I P implies q' will be a relation which holds between

any two entities p and q unless p is true and q is not true,
206

i.e. whenever p is not true or q is true." Similarly,

in Principia Mathematica and Introduction To Mathematical
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Philosophy, Russell defines implication, lip? q", as p is
207

false or q is true. It should be noted also that for

Russell the formula, "p J q", can be read in anumber of ways:

(1) P implies q; (2) if p, then q; (3) if p is true, then

q is true; (4) the truth of p implies the truth of qr (5)

not-p or q; (6) either p is false or q is true; (7) unless
208

p is false, q is true.

In his early, unpublished article, "Necessity And

Possibility", Russell argues against the intrOduction of the

modalities sliGh as "necessity" and "possibility" into the

framework of mathematical logic; it would seem that Russell's

main argument against the modalities is that they have only

an epistemological or psychological significance; consequently,

Russell states, they "are not notions which logic need take
209

account of". By giving the interpretation of material

implication for implication, Russell also distinguishes the

notion of deducibility from the notion of implication.

According to Russell, "deducible from" is not to be equated

with "implied by" since "deducible from" is defined in terms

of the laws of deduction, and the laws of deduction employ

the notion of implication; the substitution of "implied by"

for "deducible from" is not permissible therefore on the

grounds of circularity. In this respect, the notion of
210

implication is more primitive than the notion of deducibility.
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It would seem that Russell's chief justification for the

distincticn between deducibility and implication is the

followinea if it can be shown by means of the laws of

deduction that p implies q. then we know that q is deducible
211

from p.

I would like to add that Russell is not exaqtly

clear in what he intends to say concerning ttlis distinction

between deducibility and implication. It would seem in

virtue of the statements of the above paragraph that when

one proposition implies another proposition, then it can be

said that the latter proposition is deducible from the former

proposi tiona We know that Russell often reads "p ~ q" as

"p implies q"; however. if Vie know that "p ?q" is true, this

does not mean that q is deducible from p - that is, given

the truth of "p::> q" does not mean "p : . q". One would expect

Russell to state that when q is deducible from p, it follows

that p implies qr ins~ead of this statement, the converse

seems to be found in "Necessity And Possibility". Nevertheless,

it is Russell's contention that inference involves sor.lething

more than implication, and it is due to this fact that he

concludes by saying that there is a logical distinction to be
212

made between deduction and implication.

In "Necessity And Possibility", Russell also argues
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briefly for the case of material implication as the correct

view of implications' "This view of implication [that is,

material imolication] is rendered unavoidable by various
213

considerations ••• II Besides adducing the fe.ct that

Shakespeare and Bradley are in favour of material implication,

Russell maintains that if "(P4 q)::> r" is true, then "P::> (q:J r)"

is also true; it follows from this reasoning therefore, says

Russell, that if If(p <b q):> p" is true, then "p J (q::> p)" must

also be true. Russell considers these arguments to be

somewhat cogent to support the case of material implication

as the correct view of implication. Moreover, since

"p')(q:Jp)" is true as a formula of material i{oplication,

we know, Russell asserts, that this means that a true
214

proposition is implied by every proposition. This latter

claim - namely, "a true proposition 1S implied by every

proposition" - has been referred to by C.I.Lewis as one of
215

the "paradoxes of material implication". It should be

noted that in his article, "Necessity And Possibility",

Russell does not suggest by any means that "p::> (q --:;J p)" is

paradoxical. On the contrary, Russell deems the cI.aim, "a

true proposition is implied by every proposition", to be an

essential trait of material implication. In fact, Russell's

principal criticism of GtE.Moore's interpretation of the

concept of necessity is that Moore's interpretation of the

concept of necessity does not lead to an implication having
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what Lewis regards as the two "paradoxes of material

implication". "This theory [concerning the concept of

necessity by G.E.Moore] is not available with a doctrine of

implication which holds that true propositions are implied

by all propositions and false propositions imply all
216

prouositionsfl"

I would like to say just a few words concerning

Russell's main argument in "Necessity And Possibility"

presented for the case of material implication. Al tholJgh

it can be acknowledged that lip? (q J p)" does follow from

" (p ~ q ) 0:J P1/, I cannot see how this type of argument C80n be

used as ~vidence for the case of material imulication since

material implication is tacitly presupposed by the

interpreta t ion given to "::J ".

In The Pr!Qciples Of M~thematics, Russell takes

material implication as the correct view of implication for

the proper construction of pure mathematics. However, it

would seem that Russell's claim with respect to the correct-

ness of material implication extends beyond the realm of

pure mathematics. Having discarded the psychological

element involved in inference, Russell states that when we

validly infer one proposition from another proposition, this

inference is only possible on the grounds that there exists
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a relation between the two propositions regardless as to

whether we discern such a relation or' noti it is this relation

which Russell refers to as material implication. Here, it

would seem that Russell is maintaining that material

implication is the implication to be found in or4inary

language. It should be noted therefore that these are two

separate claimsl (1) material implication is the implication

to be found in the construction of pure ffiathematicsi (2)

material implication is the implication to be found in
217

ordinary language.

Although Russell in The Principles Of Mathematics is

not willing to admit that there ~ay be other legitimate

interpretations of implication, he does concede that our

intuitions concerning imolication probably do not coincide

with that of material implication since material implication

holds that a false proposition implies any proposition and a

true proposition is implied by any proposition. Moreover,

Russell acknowledges that it would not be claimed ordirarily

that "2 + 2 = 4" can be inferred from "Socrates is a man", or

that both these propositions can be implied by "Socrates is a

trian~le". However, it is Russell's contention that the

only reason why we usually are not willing to admit such

implications is due to a "preoccupation with formal implic
218

ation". Furthermore I rtussell states, the customary
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unfamiliarity concerning the relation of material implication

is insufficient evidence to prove that such a relation is
219

unwarranted and specious.

Before I move on to examine the notion of material

implication in "The Theory Of Implication", I would like to

make two brief remarks with regards to some of Russell's

claims. Firstly, it is not due to a "preoccupation with

formal implication" that people are unwilling to admit some

of the implications accruing from the interpretation of

material iHlplic8tion. Insofar as the imp.lication involved

in formal impli83.tion is a materi2.l one, a "preoccupation

with formal implication" boils down to a preoccupation with

material implication; in oth8r words, if people are in fact

preoccupied with formal implication and material implication

is involved in formal implication, then since people are

willing to admit the consequences of formal implication, they

should also be willin€ to admit the implication resulting

from material implication. Secondly, although Russell is

quite right when he asserts that unfamiliarity with material

implication docs not prove that the relation is illusory,

unfamiliarity with material implication does not help its

credibility, especially if paradoxes or peculiarities can be

generated from such a relation.
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Unlike The' Principles Of Mathematics, Rusiell in

"The Theory Of Implication" admits that there are other

legitimate interpretations of implication, besides that of

material implication. However, although this acknowledgement

is made by Russell, it is still maintained that material

implication is "very much more convenient than any of its
220

rivals". This type of position with respect to the

correctness of material implication is similar to the view

expounded in Russell's article, "Mathematical Logic As Based

On The Theory Of Types" in which Russell states that he does

not mean to say that there can be no other interpretations

given to implication, but rather that material i~plication is

the most convenient interpretation of implication in the
221

context of symbolic logic. According to Russell in "The

theory Of Implication", the underlying property of implicatio~

can' be expressed in the following proposi tionl "\dhat is
222

implied by a true proposition is true." By claiming this

proposition to be the essential property of i~plication, one

should notice that Russell is attempting to link up the

notion of implication with the notion of validity since if

one proposition is validly inferred fro~ a true proposition,

then that inferred proposition must be true.

Hugh MacColl's article of 1908 entitlad "'If' And

'Imply'" attempts to maintain that in adopting "the usual
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view amonq logicians" concerning implication. Russell is led
22)

to paradoxical conclusions; the main paradox which

MacColl talks about can be found in The Principles Of

Mathematics - namely, "of any two propositions, one must
224·

imply the other". Since I have discussed th~ details of

MacColl's reasoning in my exposition, I will proceed

directly to Russell's reply to MacColl. Russell remarks that

the reason why MacColl thinks that there are paradoxes

resulting from material implication is due to ,a, confusion

between proposition and propositional function •. Although

Russell defends his point of view quite successfully against

the objections of ~acColl, Russell does admit in his reply

to MacCol), that material implication is not the customary

meaning attributed to implication; as in his other works,

Russell's justification of material implication hin~es on the

fact that material implication is more convenient than any

other interpretation of implication in the field of
225

mathematical logic. It is interesting to contrast here

MacColl's comment that material implication is the standard

interpretation given to implication by logicians with Russell's

comment that material implication is not the ordinary

meaning which people assign to implication. In contradistinction

to the perspective of The Principles Of Mathematics, it would

seem that in his reply to MacColl, Russell is committing

himself to the view that material implication is not the
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implication to be found in ordinary language.

The position taken in Principia Mathematica with

respect to material implication is much akin to the position

voiced in "The Theory Of Implication" insofar as it is

claimed in Principia Mathematica that material implication

is the most convenient interpretation of implication for the
226

logical enterprise at hand. In Principia Mathematica,

however, as in "Necessity And Possibility", Russell differ-

entiates between implication and inference; yet, it would

seem that in Principia Mathematica, Russell is much clearer

in what he intends to say concerning such a distinction. As

Russell explains it in Principia Mathematica, the word,

"implies", in the formula. "p implies q". is nothing more

than a connection between p and q which can be expressed

commensurately by the formula, "not-p or q". Inference.

however. is not a connective although it involves implication

in an implicit way - that is, if p and "p implies q" are

asserted to be true, then q can be inferred to be true; for

Russell in Principia Mathematica, inference involved the

detachment of a true premiss - more specifically speaking,
227

inference is "the dissolution of an implication". I

would like to contend nevertheless that if we adhere to

Russell's usage of the word, "implies". inference is in fact

related to implication, but not in the exact manner which
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Russell suggests that it is. Although some inferences are

of the form, "p, p implies q, :~q", there are other forms

of inference which do not involve an implication - for

example, "p v q, ~ p, :.q". As Russell uses the word, "implies".

how is it possible therefore for implication to be associated

with inference at all? The link between inference and

implication can be expressed as follows in Russellian ter~in

ology: if a proposition, q, is inferred validly from a true

proposition, p, not only do we know that q must be truc, but

we also know that p implies q (i.e. p:>q)~

In his later book, Introduction To Mathematical

PhiJ.osoJ2h,Y:, Russell vIas able to express the relationship

between inference and implication in a more lucid manner:

In order to be able validly to infer the truth o' a
proposition, we must know that some other proposition
is true, and that thcre is between the two a relation
of the sort called "implication", i.e. that (as vIe say)
the premiss 'implies' the conclusion. 228

Again, one could argue with Russell's notion of inference

with respect to his clause that it must be known that there

is a relation of implication holding between the premiss and

the conclusion. It is often the case that we can make an

inference from a premiss without knowing that there is a

relation of implication between the premiss and the conclusion.

It would seem however that this question concerns epistemo-
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logical priority. For example, given both -"'pand lip v q"

it is permissib2-e to infer' q. Joes ODe infer q on the

knowledge that "[rvpet (p v q)J ":) q" is true? Although we do

know that" [ .... pib (p v q)J J q" is true once we have made the

inference to q, it would seem rather that we make the inference

to q on a rule of inference - in this case, the rule of

inference goveTning disjunctive argun1E~j),tso Since this is an

epistemological question, not a logical question, I will not

pursue the issue any further.

In the Introduction ~Po Mathematica.l PhiJ_~J?b.Y,

Russell acknowledg8s that there are other interpretations of

implication, besides that of material implication. but in

virtue of its convenience, material implication is to be

preferred to all other possible interpretations of implications.

For Russell in the Introduction To Mathemat.ic8l Phi:loscohy}

implication is to have that characteristic such that it is

permissible to infer the truth of q given the truth of p -

that is, having the true implication, "p implies q", and
229

given the truth of p, the truth of q can be inferred.

In his discussion of C.l.Lewis' repudiation of

material implication Russell states in the Introduction To

Mathema~lcaLJ'hilo§ophy that nathematics does not require
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Lewis' fundamental notions of strict implication and formal

deducibility; consequently, on grounds of parsimony, Russell

argues that Lewis' interpretation of implication should not

be accepted. Furthermore, Russell points out, Lewis'

logical system is not truth-functional, and this alone

provides sufficient reason for the rejection of Lewis'
230

interpretation of implication.

Leyds' objections concerning material implication

are at least twofoldl (1) material implication is a relation
231

only of truth-values, "not of content or logical significance":

(2) material implication is a relation which generates
2)2

peculiar properties, With respect to (1), Lewis

maintains that Russell's interpretation of implication leads

to the view that one proposition is equivalent to another

proposition if the said propositions have the same truth-

value; it would seem therefore that Lewis is trying to say

that propositions are not necessarily equivalent if they have

the same truth-value. With respect to (2), Lewis cites the

two "paradoxes of material implication"l (1) a true

proposi ti on is impl led by any proposition i. e. p ::> (q J p) ;

(2) a false proposition implies any proposition Le . .... p::) (p::> q)~

Accordin~ to Lewis, there are other paradoxical results

stemming from material implication, but specifically, these

two paradoxes are the most blatant. In Lewis' opinion, these
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a.re due to the interpretation of "p implies q" a.s "not-p or q"
233

in a two-valued system~

Lewis' alternative system of strict implication

interprets lip implies q" to mean lip strictly implies q",

i e e. "p --3 q II (lip fishhook q"). In the system of Frinei pia

Math~maticaf "p ;)q" is defined in terms of negation and

disjunction as "-vp V q"; in turn, "-vp V q" is equivalent

by DeI1organ' s law to ".-v (p 'b "" q)" • In the definition of

"p -3 q", we are introduced to the modal notions of possibility

and necessity such that tip --3 q" is equivalent to "'VI:) (p '0..." q)"

(" ({ If or diamond is the sign for possibili ty); since "0 p"

can be defined in terms of the necessity operator such that

" I::> p = Df. ~tJ"Vp", strict implication can also be defined as
234

folloWSf ~'P--:? q = Df. G /V(p 4J ..... q)".

It would seem that Russell does not deny Lewis'

contention that therp are certain paradoxes resulting from

material implication. In fact, in his works on logic,

Russell considers the "paradoxes of material implication" to

be important definitive traits of material implication so

much so that if an implication cannot generate such paradoxes,

then it is deemed to be logically deficient from Russell's
235

point of view. However, this would seem to be very

strange. If the "paradoxes of material implication" are
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indeed genuine, then material implication is rendered

suspect since it is supposedly the cause of such paradoxes.

Now, Russell does not state in. any of his works that what

Lewis refers to as the "paradoxes of material implication"

are paradoxical although it is mentioned in The Principles

Of M~th~!Jl§,J;:i.cs that these result "do not by any means agree
236

with what is commonly held concerning implication ••• " If

Lewis is correct with respect to the "paradoxes of material

implication", then it would seem that Russell's logical

system is built upon a foundation which wrongly construes

the notion of implication~ In an attempt to elucidate this

issue concerning such "paradoxes", I will embark upon an

analysis of the meaning and function of "-,:)" and "materially

implies".

In order to distinguish between" -.J" and "materially

implies", it would no. doubt serve my purpose best if I

worked in a roundabout way via other logical distinctions.

Let us consider these two propositionsl (1) The Bible is a

book inspired by divine revelation; (2) Bible is a five

letter wordo A confusion often results in thinking that the

employment of the word, "Bible", is contextually the same in

both propositions. Indeed, if the word, "Bible", were

employed in the same manner in both the above propositions,

then the following ~rgument would be valid.
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P A book inspired by divine revelation is the Bible.
P Bible is a five letter word.
C A book inspired by divine revelation is a five letter

wordo

This argument seems to be valid, and yet, we know only too

well that "a book inspired by divine revelation" is not "a

five letter word"e Nevertheless, if the argument is valid

and both aremisses are true, then the conclusion must also

be true. So, where does the fallacy reside? Medieval

logicians considered such arguf':ents to suffer from a fallacy

of ambiguity insofar as "3ible" is taken as a word in one

place and as a thing in another; thus, in medieval termin-

ology, th e 3.i;oV8 argument commi ts the fallacy of 9..1)a ternio
237

termlnorllnl f the fallacy 0 f terms. More speci fi cally

speakinf~ we can say that the above argument commits a

fallacy in not distinguishing between a thing and the name

of a thin~; the first premiss talks about a thing - namely,

the Bible ~ whereas the second premiss is talking about the

name of a.thing - namely, "Bible".

Now, this distinction between a thinf and the name

of a thing is but a preliminary to Quine's logical

distinction of use and mention. It is this distinction of

use and men'Lion which will later serve to illuminate and to

di fferenti ate b'stween "') II and "materially implies". We can

easily correct (2) by the insertion of quotation marks as
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follo'lll (3) "Bible" is a five letter word. Thus, (3)

contains the name of a five letter word, but (1) contains

the name of a book. Furthermore, (3) is talking about a

word that it is contained in (1), and (1) is talking about

a book, not a word at all. The name of a book is used in

(1)1 consequently, the book is mentioned in (1). The

quotation of the name of a book is used in (3); consequently,

the name of a book is mentioned in (3). Bible is mentioned

in (1), and "Bible" is used in (1); "Bible" is mentioned in

(3), and "Bible" is 1-\$eo in (3)0 We may quote Quine to

summariz.e the distinction between use and mentions "Vie
238

mention x by using a name of x."

Let us now consider five more propositionsl (4)

Wil18.rd is winsome; (5) "Hillard is winsome" is true; (6)

Willard is winsOi'le is true; (7) -vWillarcl is winsome; (8)
239

'V "Willard is winsome". (4) is about YJillard while (5)

is about proposition (4). (6), in spite of its. grammatical

defect, is not about propositj.\..l'" (4) since it does not employ

quotation IT,arks appropriately. All that we can say about

(6) is that it is not v/ell-formed; we do not want to say that

(6) is of the same form as (4) because it leads to the view

as the prefix, "A;".

that the suffix,

that the suffix,

"is

"is

true", is v~,cuous, and furthermore,

false", is of the same logical status

The connective, " " is in the object
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language whereas the predicates, "is true" and "is false",

are in the meta-language" (5) employs the suffix. "is true",

as a predicate which is attached to the name of a proposition -

that is, "is true" is a predicate which is employed to

speak about. propositions. The connective, "",,", is attached

to a proposition to form a proposition, but the predicate,

lIis true", lS attached only to the name of a propositionll

Hence, (7) is similar to (4) since (7) is talking about

Willardg However, (8) treats the unary connective, "v'I, to

be of the same species as the predicate, "is false"; as a

result, (8) commits a mistake in placing the name of a

proposition after the prefix, .. " -v ", since the prefix, ".-v"
21+0

can only be flanked by propositions.

We now adequately have drawn enough distinctions in

order to differentiate between" J" and "materially implies".

The connective, ":)", is of the same logical status p s the

other proposi tional connectives, ",..,", II 4," IIV", and II:: ".

By the phrase, "the same logical status", I mean to say that

the "')" is a connect i ve, and 1. ike other connec:t;ives, the

II :J" is flanl<:ed by ;')roposi tions, not by the names of

proDosi tions; the connective, ":J", 'oelongs to the object

language, not to the meta-language. Thus, we are allowed to

writel (9) roses are red ~ roses are coloured; we are not

allowed to wri te I (10) "roses are red It J "roses are coloured".
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(9) rightly shows that the ":> " is a binary connective

flanked by propositions e (10) wrongly shows that the ":J"

is a two-place predicate or a predicate of degree two flanked

by the name 0 f proposi tions. The"?" (horseshoe or hook)

is read as "if-then"', and we are allowed to write. (11) if

roses are red, then roses are coloured. Since the connective f

"::> It, is equivalent to the connective, "if-then", we know

that "if-then" is in t:1e object language, and furthel'more,

that (11) is equivalent to (9). (9) and (11) do not talk

about propositions, buttalk about roses. In sUlnmary, the";)"

has the S8:1l8 meaning as the cont ective, "if-then". The":J"

functions as a closed, binary connective flanked by

Pl~opositionst not by the names of propositions.

Vlhen we come to the 'Nord, "impl ies", \'Ie must be

careful not to confuse its logical status with that of the

binary connective i "',) II or "i f-then" • The verb, "im)l ies" ,

belongs to the meta-language, not to the object language,

and it is not a binary connective, but a two-place predicate

or predicate of degree two, which is flanked not by

propositions, but by the names of propositions. Thus, we

are penni tted to wri te. (12) "Socrates is a man" implies

"Socrates is a mortal"; \ie are never permitted to write as

Russell doesl (13) Socrates is a man implies Socrates is a

mortal. (12) correctly shows that the predicate, ., impl ies",
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is flanked by the names of propositiQns whereas (13) wrongly

construes "imDlies" to be a binary connective flanked by
241

propositions.

In like manner, we must not regard "materially

implies" as the reading of "J". To do so would render

"materially imp1ies" as a binary connective. It can be said

therefore that "materially impl les" is a two-ph] ce predic8 te;
242

as a ~sultf material implication is a dyadic relat~on.

One proposition materially implies another when the truth-

functional hy~othetical, in which one proposition is the

antecedent and the other proposition is the consequent, is

true. The only condition under which one proposition will

not materially inply another is when the antecedent is true

and the consequent is false - that is, in all othe· cases,
2}+3

one proposition is said to materially imply another. In

contrast to the":) ", "materially implies" belongs to the

meta-:-languagec

It may be asked at this juncture as to what bearing

this analysis mie;ht have with respect to the issue concerning

the "paradoxes of material implication". I should reply to

this type of query by saying that without such an analysis

of ":;:l II and "materially implies", it is almost inevi table

that certain confusions arise resulting in supposed "paradoxes
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of material implication". Consequently, I do not regard the

"paradoxes of material implication" to je genuine. In what

follows, I will attempt to show by means of the light and

labour of the foregoing analysis that the so-called "paradoxes

of material implicati.on" are merely specious.

The "paradoxes of material implication", as Lewis

calls themp are essentially twofoldl (1) "p ::>(q :::>p)" - a true

proposition is implied by any proposition; (2) """p :::>(P:Jq)" -

a false proposition implies any proposition. It is claimed

by Lewis that such II paradoxes of material implication" stem

from Russell's interpretation of implication - namely, material

impli.cation. However, I will argue that these "paradoxes"

are not the consequence of material implication, but rather

are generated by Russell's and Lewis' employment of certain

logical words.

Let us take for example the conditional I if it rains,
244

then the streets are wet. It would seem in this

conditional that there is some sort of causal or factu~l

connection of content insofar as the consequent seems to be

factually or causally dependent upon ~he antecedent. The

logical in~erpretation of material implicati~n does not

consider a conditional to embody some sort of causal

connection; the only sort of connection that is said to be
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asserted between the antecedent and the consequent of a

conditional is a truth-functional connection. In other

words, the truth of a conditional depends upon the truth-

values assigned to its p~rtse Thus, a conditional is no more

than a "truth-functional compound", and no oth~r ~e~ation

can be said to exist between the antecedent and the consequent
2l~5

of a conditional under the context of material implication.

It follows from the definition of "p ;)q" t0Slt if P

is false, "P;) q" will be true regardless of the truth-value

of q, and if q i.s true, "p::) q" wi.ll be true regal'dless of the

truth-value of p, The consequences of the definition of

tIp ::) q" may seem odd, but they are in no VlaY paradoxical.
\

How do the "paradoxes of material implication" therefore come

about? It is possible to explain the presence of such

"paradoxes" in a number of steps. When the proposition, p,

is asserted, it is considered to be true - that is,the

proposition, p, is read as "a true proposition"; likewise,

0' P is read as "a false proposi tion". Secondly, the "~ " is

construed to be a two-placed predicate; in other words, instead

of re9.ding "PJq" as "if p then q", "p.:>q" is read as "p

materially implies q" or "p implies q". From these two steps,

we arrive at the two "paradoxes of material implication"l

(1) a true proposition is implied by any proposition; (2) a

false proposition implies any proposition. Now, i~ is possible
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to regard these two claims as unparadoxical if "implies" is

taken as a binary connective; however. it is at this point

that a shift in meaning occurs. In order to arrive at the

"paradoxes of material implication", the word, "implies", is

not equated with "if-then", but is equated with the predicate

"follows logically from ll
; in this manner. the relation of

implication is associated with the relation of deducibility

or logical sequence. If this shift of mea~ing has taken

place, then (1) and (2) are indeed paradoxical since they

respectively mean the followingl (3) a true proposition

follows logically from any proposition; (4) any proposition

follows logically from a fal se proposition. rrhese "paradoxes

of m~)terial implication" do not follow from the definition

of "P::J q II; on the contrary t these "paradoxes II are the result

of subtle confusions of use with mention committed both by

Russell and by Lewis. Basically speaking, there is a
21}6

confusion betwe~n "p :J q" ano. lip,; ,q".

One can generalize with respect to the ."pi3-radoxes of

material implication" by stating that the entire issue is

constructed by means of a failure to carefully observe the

distinctions of object language and met~- lan~uageG Some of

the confusions made by ~ussell surrounding the issue of the

"paradoxes of material implication" are the followingl (1)

the reading of "p ;Jq" as "pimplies q"; (2) the reading of p
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as "a true proposition"; (3) the reading of "rv" as "is

false".

In The Principles Of Mathe~atics, there is at least

one other blatant example of a confusion between use and

mention; I am referring to Russell's doctrine that any term

can be a logical subjectc Russell's chief argument_in The

Principles Of OCathematics for the claim that every

constituent of a proposition can serve as a logical subject

runs as followsl if we try to contend that it is not the case

that every constituent of any proposition is possible of

being a logical subject, then we are forced to utter propo-

sitions in defence of such a denial such as - "the is not a

loeical subject"; however, in such a proposition, the lS

employed as a logical subject, and therefore, it is possibl~

for any constituent of a proposition to act as a logical
247

subject. This argument, of course, is fallacious; in such

circumstances, one should draw the distinction between use

and mention since the proposition, "the is not a logical

subject", fails to employ quotation marks appropriately. It

is unfortunate that Russell was unaware of the distinctions

of use and mention and object language and meta-language;

otherwise, he would not have arrived at some of his perplexing

results, especially is the case with respect to t~e propo-

sitional calculus of The Pri, cloles Of ~athematics discussed- -
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hitherto.

Even if the "paradoxes of material implication" were

genuine, Lewis' objection to Russell's notion of material

implication would be self-defeating since there are correspond

ing "paradoxes" in Lewis' system.of strict implication: (1)

-v¢,"'P -3(q-3p) - if q is necessary, then any proposition p

strictly implies q; (2),y.o P-3(p--3q) - if p is impossible,
. 249

then p strictly implies any proposition q. Russell's

major criticisms of Lewis' system of strict implication are

twofoldl (1) it is not truth-functional; (2) the notion of

strict implication along with the other notions associated

with strict implication are ideas which pure mathematics does
250

not require. To be truth-functional not only means that

the truth-value of a formula is a function of the truth-

values of the components of the formula, but also that one

formula is truth-functionally equivalent if both for~ulas

have the same truth-value. For exampJ.e, in the conditional.

"Socrates is a man:> Socrates is a mortal", it is permissibllO!

to substitute a proposition for the antecedent or tJ.e

consequent only if the conditional has the same truth-value

throughout. Lewis' system of strict implication denies the

equivalence of the former conditional with the conditional

having the substituted proposition in spite of the fact that

both conditionals have the same truth-value. Oddly eno~gh,



Lewis attacks Russell on the grounds that his system is only

truth-functional. It would seem that here we have two inter-

pretations of what logic should incorporate. If Russell is

to contend that Lewis's system is too wide, then Lewis would

only respond by saying that Russell's conception of logic is

too narrow. With respect to (2), however, it would seem

that Lewis' system of strict implication is not needed for

the construction of pure mathematics; insofar as (2) is the

case, Russell's system of material implication, on the grounds

of economy, is to be preferred to Lewis' system of strict

implication from the perspective of pure mathematics.

Althollgh material implLcation is to be preferred with

respect to pure mathematics, it may be wondered as to w~stller

it is satisfactory with respect to ordinary language. In

The Principles Of Mathematics, it would seem that Russell is

It would seem

stating that material implication is the implication to be
251

found in ordinary language; in his reply to Maceoll,
252

Russell explicitly denies such a claim.

however that there are at least two other relevant aspects to

this question, (1) Russell's general belief that ordinary

language is logically inadequate; (2) the fact that Russell

was intent upon providing a logical framework not for ordinary

languaqe, but for the construction of pure mathematics. I do

not propose to settle this question by any means, but I will
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attempt to show that in spite of lingering doubts, material

implication would seem to be the best interpretation of the

conditional.

Let us consider once more the conditional: if it rains,

then the streets are wet. Now, if it just so happens that it

does rain and the streets are wet, we would claim the condi

tional to be true, and furthermore, if it rains and the

streets are not wet, we would claim the conditional to be

false. Generally speaking, it is in these two cases alone

that the "ordinary understanding" of the conditional coincides

with that of material implication. In the other two remaining

cases, whell the antecedent is false and the consequent may b8

either true or false, there seems to be a divergence with

respect to the "ordinary understanding" of the conditional.

If we take the "ordinary understanding" of the conditional

in these two remaining cases, I think the tendency would be

to say that the truth-value of the conditional is undetermined.

However, if the antecedent is false in the context of material

implication, the conditional is defined to be true. I am

claiming that the conditional is undetermined in these two

remaining cases from the point of view of the "ordinary

understanding" of the conditional because there would seem to

be no reason to justify the conditional as being true or false.

r offer the following diagram as a comparison of the "ordinary
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the conditional under the context of material implication; I
254

take "p ~ q" as the representation of the "ordinary conditional".

Diagram VII
.--'

p q p:::>q p-} q

'1' T T T
F rr rE ?
T F F F
F F T ?

Al though "P-7'q" would seem to be a more precise interpretation

of the conditional with respect to ordinary language, it

would seem that there are dr.whacks to such an interpretation.

For exampl e, consider the conditional, "P-) p" . I'le v/ou.ld 1 ike

to say, in order to preserve identity, that "p0p" is true, bL-\.:t

when the antecedent of "p.-7 p" is false I "p -7 p" is undetermined.

r'foreover, on this so~·c(,.illed "ordinary understanding" of the

conditional, mathematical logic becomes more cumbersome due

to the existence of undetermined values.

In recent years, some have maintained that formal

logic is not as elastic as ordinary language, and therefore,

formal logic cannot hope to cater to the complex examples of
255

ordinary language; others have replied by suggesting that

a formal language has its own specific purpose to accomplish,

and in the first place, formal logic does not pretend to be
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equivalent in breadth to ordinary language. Perhaps, what

can be said with respect to material implicdtion and ordinary

language is that although material implication cannot captur~

all the nuances expressed by a conditional, it is the best·

interpretation formally speaking that has been devised thus

far.



C.5: OTHER CRITICS

I would like to say at the 'beginning of this section ,

that there has not been a great amount of secondary litera-

ture concerning Russell's notion of implication; no doubt

the most popular issue to date has concerned the "paradoxes

of material implic8tion", and insofar as I have just discussed

this issue, it will not be necessary to re-examine the custom-

ary criticisms that have been put forward. Following a chrono-

logical sequence, I will endeavour to assess the views of

various authors on two grounds: (1) as to whether their

expositions are correct; (2) as to whether their criticisms

are sound.

The first article which I wish to discuss was written

in 1905 by G. E. Moore entitled "Russell's Princl '01 as Of r;:a the-

matics"; !'(oore' s article is quite lengthy in its exhaustive

treatment of The Principles Of ~athematics, and there are a
257

number of pages devoted to Russell's notion of implication.

In an attempt to explain what Russell means by the phrase,

"can be deduced from", in the ~)roposition, "r:;athematics can

be deduc~d from logic", Moore directly undertakes a critical
, 258

investigation of Russell's notion of implication.

As Moore understands The Principles Of Mathe~atics,

145
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implication is a simple concept, but it would seem that impli~

cation can still be defined. According to Moore, Russell in

The Principles Of Mathematics defines lip implies q" as IIl p

is true' and 'q is false' are not both true". Moreover, Moore

considers it quite obvious that two important consequences

follow from thj.s definition of implication: (1) every true

proposition is implied by every other proposition; (2) every

false proposition implies every other proposition. There are

also other paradoxical consequences, Moore maintains, which

stem from this definition of implicationl (3) "Socrates is a

triangle" implies "2+2=4"; (4) 112+2=4" is deducible from
259

"Socrates was a man". Before I proceed any further in the

exposition of Moore's article, I would like to comment briefly

on some of Moore 1 s claims concerning 1..:'le Principles Of r"~athe~

maties. Firstly, Russell does state in The Principles 0..

Mathematics that implication is a simple concept, but Russell

contends that implication :is indefinable; to state that' "p

implies q" is equivalent to "x" is unwarranted in Russell's
260

opinion since equivalence involves mutual implication. I

regard the rest of Moore's claims to be basically correct since

Russell actually does hold that (1) through (4) follow from

the definition of implication; that Russell in The Principles

Of Mathematics states that these consequences follow from the

definition of imolication is true, but this does not mean to

say that these claims are in fact true. It may be questioned
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ciples Of !'v1atbematics. As Russell employs the word, "i.mplies",

and the phrase, "deducible from", (4) is not correct strictly,

speaking. "2+2=4" is not deducible from "Socrates was a man",

but since "Socrates was a man" implies "2+2=4" and since

"Socrates vias a man" is true, it follows that "2+2=4" is

deducible from these two propositions. Thus, (4) is partially

correct.

Moore is not particularly upset by the paradoxical

consequences which occur from the definition given to impli-

cation in The PrinciDles Of Mathe~atics insofar as Russell

hirr-!self concedes that such consequences are paradoxical, but

Moore is concerned about another issue - that being, that

Russell supposedly employs a different interpretation of

implication than the one defined:

But what he [Russell] does not point out is that he himself
constantly, in his most important propositions, uses toth
'implication' and 'deduction' in a sense which is different
from that which he 'defines' by this assertion of equi~~ence
- in a manner in which 'p implies q' is not equivalent -co
'p is true and q is false are not both true'. 261

In an attempt to justify his claim, Moore provides three

instances of the inconsistent usage of the word, "implies":

(1) Russell contends that two propositions are equivalent when

they mutually imply each other; it is also true, ~oore states,

that from Russell's definition of implication, if two propo-
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sitions are true, then they mutually imply one another.

However, Moore asserts, it would seem that Russell does not

'262
but rather that only certain true propositions are equivalent.

(2) Russell declares that certain true propositions are

"indemonstrable", and the word, "demonstration", is equated

with the word, "deduction". However, if any proposition, q,

is both true and indemostrable, then it can be implied by

another true proposition, p, such that p implies q. Since

p is true and "p implies q" is: true, q can be demonstrated.

It would seem, Moore claims, that on Russell's definition

of deductiorl, any true p~oposition is demonstrable contrary

to Russell's other statement that certain true propositions ~~~

indemonstrable. (3) Russell's major contention in The

Principles Of Mathematics is that pure mathematics can be

"deduced from" logic. Hovvever, in Russell's sense of impli-

cation and deduction, any true proposition whatsoever can be

deduced from logic. Since the principles of logic are true

and since on Russell's definition of implication, the prin~

ciples of logic will imply any true proposition, any true

proposition can be deduced from the two above propositions

i.e. given that the principles of logic are true, and that

the principles of logic imply any true proposition, any true

proposition can be inferred. If we adhere ~o Russell's

definition of implication and deduction, Moore states, then
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26)

is "profoundly unimportant".

It would seem, Moore suggests, that Russel1 1 s defini-

tion of implication as "'p is true' and 'q is false' are not

both true" is different from the definition of implication

involved in the notion of deduction. Concerning this other

form of implication which Russell tacitly presupposes,

Moore makes a number of pointsl (1) there is a sense of the

word, "implication", in which the "paradoxes of material

i~plication" (although Moore considers what Lewis refers to

as the "paradoxes of material implication" to be paradoxical,

Moore does not call them the "paradoxes of material impli-

cation") do not hold; (2) this other form of implication is

philosophically more important; ()) as to the nature of this

form of implication, it is difficult to say. In order. to

distinguish this other form of implication from Russell's

definition of implication, Moore calls this other form of
264

implication, Ilimplication in the ordinary sense".

What are we to make of Moore' s ))1,(1,~(1\, criticism supported

by his examples taken from The Principles Of Mathematics?

Since Moore employs his examples as justification of his

position that Russell is inconsistent with respect to his

usage of the word, Ilimplication ll
, I would like to examine
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briefly each of these examples.

I would like to point out that in each of the

examples, Moore is aware of some sort of inconsistency, but

Moore is unable to state the source of the inconsistency.

Moore's first example shows that on Russell's interpretation

of implication, any two true propositions are equivalent.

This first example can only come about if we read Itif p

then qtl as Itp implies qlt and lip if and only if q" as Itp is

equivalent to q". It is Moore's claim in his second example

that Russell's thesis concerning the indemonstrability of

c€rtain true propositions is contrary to Russell's meaning

of deduction. Moore's argument is as follows 1 if we have a

proposition, q, which is both indemonstrable and true, then

we lenow that any proposition, P, will imply q such that Itp

implies q" is true; consequently, since p and Itp implies qtl

are true, q can be demonstrated. To this, I think, Russell

could argue that if q is known to be true, then the demon-

stration of q is rather trivial since the premiss, Itp implies

q", can only be knovm to be true in this particular case if

q is true. This type of rebuttal is put iorward in the Intro-

ducti on Iro f,la themati cal Philosophy 1 "Whenever q is already

known to be true, Itnot-p or q" is also known to be true, but

is again useless for inference, .since q is already known,
265

and therefore does not need to be inferred. 1t It would
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seem however that Moore's second objection stems from the

claim, "a true proposition is implied by any proposition". ~

Since Moore's third example is similar to his second example,

I will not delve into ito

Moore's major criticism with respect to Russell's

inconsistent usage of the word, "implies", is basically

sound. Russell interprets "if p then q" as equivalent to

"p implies q'l, with the result that a binary' connective is

soon transformed into a two-place predicate. However, it

would seem that Moore also treats "if p then q" as "p implies

qt'. In this sense, Moore is not aware of the source of

Russell's inconsistent usage of the word, "implies".

I now would like to deal with a criticism to be found

in Wittgenstein's Tractatus. With regards to the hypothesis

of the form, "p implies pIt, Wittgenstein statesl

Thus in Russell's Principles Of Mathem~tics 'p is a
proposition' - which is nonsense - was given the symbolic
render ing 'p:> p' and placed as an hypothesis in front of
certain propositions in order to exclude from their
argument-places every~hing but propositions.

(It is nonsense to place the hypothesis 'P:J p' in
front of a proposition, in order to ensure that its
arguments shall have the right form, if ol":ly because with
a non-proposition as argument ~he hypothesis becomes not
false but nonsensical, and because arguments of the wrong
kind make the proposition itself nonsensical, so that it
preserves itself from wrong arguments just as well, or as

badly, as the hypothesis without sense ~hat was appended for
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that purpose.)

In the above passage, Wittgenstein maintai~s that the

hypothesis of the form, "p implies pIt, is not required in the

propositional calculus since an expression will be nonsensical

if it is not a proposition. This is analogous to the position

that I have taken in the second sUbsection of my critique;

I have said in that particular subsection that if a nonlogical

expression of the propositional calculus does not stand for

a proposition, then it is not well-formed. Although

Wittgenstein does not give an appropriate reason as to why

such expressions would be considered to be "nonsensical", it

has been argued hi therto th2.t they are "nonsensical" because

the semantics of the propositional calculus dictate that the

nonlo~ical symbols must be propositional letters.

Reichenbach's article entitled "3ertrand Russell's

Logic" defends Russell's notion of implicatLm on a n;,.unber of

pointsl (1) although Russell's notion of implication is prima

fa6ie contrary to the intuition, Russell was able to give a

definitio_ of implication by means of which a reasonable

lo~ical calculus was constructed; (2) the notion of formal

implication shows that Russell atte~pted to express a notion

of implication which see~s closer to what is ordinarily meant

by im~lication; ()) Russell saw that there was a distinction
267

to be made between inference and implication.
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I would like to answer each of Reichenbach's points

in turn, With regards to (1), it can be said that Russell

did arrive at a satisfactory definition of implication, but

it took Russell quite a nu~ber of years to formulate such a

definition. In The ~ri~ci~les Of Mathematics, Russell

maintained that implication co~ld not be defined; in this

period of The PLinciRles Of Mathematics, it is qui~e true to

say that Russell considered all mathe,:iatical and logical

formul.s.s to be implications. In "The Theory Of Implication",

however, Russell conceded that it is possible to construct

a logical calculus in which the "';)" is not a primitive idea.

There is also the further difficulty of Russell's notion of

implication insofar as the distinction between a connective
268

and a predicate is blurred. With regards to (2), I cannot

say as to whether Reichenbach's remark is warranted or un-

vvarranted. In The Principles Of ;\1ath~'1~ics, Russell con·~ends

that the chief reason why people are skeptical of material

implication is that there is a widespread preoccupation with
269

formal implication. However, this does not mean to say

that Russell proposed the notion of formal implication in

order to accommodate the belief that most people have in it;

rather it would seem more likely that Russell had to explain

expressions of a certain logical form, and to this endeavour,

Russell employed the notion of formal implicaticn. Since I

have discussed Russell's usage of formal implication in a
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previous subsection, I will not concern myself here as to

whether Russell's usage of formal implication is logically

gainful. With regards to (3), I agree with Reichenbach that

in his works, Russell distinguished inference from implicatione

In his article, Reichenbach makes an attempt to state just

how Russell differentiated between inference and implicationl

" ••• Russell clearly saw that inference and implication are

of a different logical nature. Whereas,implication is an

operation connecting propositions and leading to a new

proposition, inference represents a procecure, performed on
270

propositions." To this kind of distinction between

inference and implication, Reichenbach acquiesces. In ]'eply

to this kind of distinction, I can only voice certain mis-

givings which have been stated previously with respec~ to the

"paradoxes of material implication ll - that is, from Russell's

point of view, "implies" functions as a binary connective;

it is almost inevitable therefore that certain fallacies

occur as a result of the confusion of use with mention. It

is more serviceable to claim th2.t "p.~ qll be read "if p then q".

It may be asked therefore as to whether there is any

distinction to be made betv!een inference and implication on

this new interpretation. I think that it would be appropriate

to say that when one proposition is inferred from another

proposition, then the latter proposition implies the former

proposition - that is, "'Socrates is a man' is inferred from
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'Socrates is a mortal'" is equivalent to "'Socrates is a

mortal' implies 'Socrates is a man'''. In this respect, the

notions of inference and implicc:1.tion are quite similar

insofar as "inferred from" is roughly equivalent to "implies";

thus, the notions of inference and implication both belong

to the meta-language. I say that the notions of inference

and implication are roughly equivalent because inference has

the connotation of a psychological process whereas implication

does not have this connotation~

H.N.Lee's article entitled "Note On 'J' and 'I-' In

Whitehead And Russell's Princil2...ia y.,~athematica" strikes me as

a rather puzzling paper. Although I am not exactly sure as

to Lee's general intent, I do know that I am not in agreement

with some of his clai~s. Lee makes the comment that the

authors of Principia Mathematica do not acknowledge any

modal notions; it would seem that part of Lee's intent is to

show that at least one modal notion is contained implicitly

in Prine i pia riath.ematica I "'l'hus, one modal consideration, is
271

symbolically recognized (but obscurely) in Principia."

Lee's major claim, it would seem, is that the usage

of the turnstile in Principia Mathe~atica can be interpreted

as a sign of logical necessity; thus, any formula which

follows "~ .. must hold necessarily. As a result, Lee
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maintains, if a horseshoe, (" ':) ") is the main "relation" of

a formula, it will differ in logical import from a "::;>"
272

which is a secondary "relation" of the same formula. At

this point, I would like to state that I disagree with Lee

on at least two claims. Firstly, Lee throughout his whole

discussion presupposes that "logical necessity" is a

plausible interpretation of the turnstile in the context of

Principia Mathematica; furthermore, Lee does not cite any

documentary proof to the effect that Whitehead and Russell

considered "logical necessity" as a possible meaning for" lw ".

There would seem to be no passages whatsoever in Princinia

Matherna t ica to si.~pport the allegation that "logi cal necessity"

is to be the interpretation for "I- ". In Princi pia r.~athe-

matica, "\- " is given a definite meaning disassociated with

the notio;; of logical necessityl 1"1'he sign '~ t is called

the assertion-sign; it may be read 'it is true that'
273

(althouB;h philosophically this is not exactly what it means)."

In recent years, the metalinguistic sign,I'~ ", has been ~sed

to indic2te that a particular formula is a theorem in a

particular system; in this way, logicians have disti!~uished

the metalinguistic sign for theoremhood (,,~ ") from the meta-

linguistic sign for truth ("t=: "). In the expression of the

form, ".01- ••• ~\'t ", the turnstile also indicates that the

expression to the right of the turnstile is derivable from
274

the expression to the left of the turnstile. Secondly,
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even if II ~ II does mean "i t is logically necessary that", I

cannot see how a II J " which is the main "relation" in a

formula can h2.ve a different logical import than a "::>"

which is a secondary "relation" in the same formula. Let us

consider the expression, "I- (p ? q) J (p:> q)", on the pre-

supposition that "l-- " means "it is logically necessary that";

we will permit" \- " to be interchangeable with "0". The

,,~" which is the rnain "relation" in " O[(P? q)'::; (p :Jq)] "

Lee contends, has a different logical import than either of

the "':)" I S to be found in the antecedent or the consequent.

In response to Lee's contention, I would like to maintain

that all the ":J'" s in the expression, "0 [ (P::> q) :::> (p J q)J "

have the same logical import. "0 [(p:>q)":J (p:::>q)] " is a

necessary conditional, but this does not mean to say that

the "?" is the main "relation" of "0 [( p ':) q) ::> (P:::> q)J ".

It would seem that Lee associates "O[(p-:;q) :J(p~q)] "with
275

"(p~q)-3(p:::>q)"; while "~,, is the main "relation" of

"(p=>q)--"'3 (P:-Jq)", II~" is not the main "relation" of

"tJ[(p::> q):::> (p::> q)J ". Although it ~ay be true that the

"-3" has a different logical import than the ":J II I S in

" (p ') q) ---3 (p -:; q) ", it cannot be maintained, as Lee would

like to contend, that thE; second"? II of "0 [(p :::> q) .:;) (p ::> q)J "

has a different logical import than the first or third "~"'s.

I might also add for reasons expounded hitherto that I do

not agree wi th Lee in calling II J" a relation.
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Lee further states that "••• it is inaccurate to say

that in the syste~ of material implication a false propo
276

sition implies any proposition". I agree with this

claim, but Lee goes on to say that this "paradox of material

implication" does not hold because a false proposition

does not imply its own contradictory; according to Lee, only

a necessarily false proposition can imply its own contra-

dictory, and therefore, it is a necessary false pro~osition

277
which implies any proposition. It should be noted that

Lee in reference to this "paradox of material implication"

employs the Vlord, "implies", as a predicate in the sense of

"logically deducible from"; however, Lee does not specify

how he employs the word, "implies", or how Russell, for that

matter, employs the word, "implies". In one passage of his

article, Lee states:

Thus, in the formula I- : p ':J p. ::>. p::> p, all horseshoes
may be asserted even though only the major one is; that
is, all are assertable and state necessary relations.
'v'/hen the antecedent is negated, it becomes necessar ily
false and implies its ovm contradictory I"" (p :> p). J • p:> P
holds and is assertable. 278

It would seem that in the above passage, Lee reads "':;)" as

"implies". The whole point of avoiding the'"paradoxes of

material implication" is to distinguish between a connective

and a predicate, and it would seem that Lee has not grasped
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the significance of this distinction •

. Lee ends his article by maJdng a number of claims

with which I cannot help but disagree. For example, there is

the contention by Lee that in Principia Mathematica, the

It? It functions sometimes as a predicate and sometimes as a

cOlLYlective; the t1:> It functions as a predicate when it is the

major Itrelation" of an asserted formula, and the It;) It

functions as a connective when it is in a secondary position.

I must confess that I do not know exactly how Lee arrives at

this latter startling conclusion, but it would seem that Lee

differentiates an asserted expression from an unasserted
279

expression. I have stated hitherto that I find Lee's

article to be puzzling; one of the reasons for my puzzlement

is that Lee initially states that Itt- " is the sign of logical

necessity in Principia r:lathematica, and later on, in the

context of Princioia Ma_thematica, Lee interprets " I- It as a

sign of assertion. It is due to this distinction between an

asserted formula and an unasserted formula that Lee makes

the following remark:

Take the theorem i- : p:J q. ~ ...... q :::> -vp, for example. Instead
of using 'implies' for every occurrence of the horseshoe,
w~would better interpret the structure of the theorem by
the/reading 'p implying q..implies not-q implying not-p' •
~eo be meticulOUS in reading the symbol '? ' .always by the
words 'if then 'does not solve the problem of the
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verbal rendering, for 'if ,then 'also makes an
assertion, and if the antecedent itself is a conditional,
the antecedent is read as an assertion. To preserve the
logical distinction between the asserted and the unasserted
relations while using the words 'if , then ', we
would have to invent some such grammatical monstrosity as
"If p if-then-ing q, then not-q if-then-ing not-p". 280

As to what truth there may be in the above passage, I am not

prepared to embark upon an analysis of it. Although Russell

discussed the problem of "asserted versus unasserted" in '.;:'he

Principles Of Mathematics, it would seem that the issue has
281

not been debated to any great extent in recent years.

With respect to Lee's article, I would like to conclude by

saying that it provides little illumination, if at all, into

the role of the" -.J" in PrinciDia :rathematica.

There is a criticism of Russell's notion of implication

in The Development Of Logic by Kneale and Kneale which may

a9pear to be novel at first glance. AccordiLg to Kneale and

Kneale, when Whitehead and Russell referred to "P '.J q" as a

proposition of material implication, Whitehead and Russell

confused two questions. (1) "What justifies inference from

the proposition that - P to the proposition that - Q?"j (2)

"What is the weakest additional premiss which in conjunction

with the premiss that - P'suffices for inference to the
282

conclusion that - Q?". It would see:r: that this criticism

breaks down to the same criticism presen~ed ill the subsection
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concerning the "paradoxes of material implication" - namely,

Russell along with Lewis employed the word, "implies", as

both a predicate and connective •.

According to A.N. Prior, logic for Russell is

fundamentally "the theory of implication". Prior recognizes

that Russell always distinguished inference from implication;

from Russell's perspective, Prior states, logic is connected

with inference insofar as "logic is concerned with that in

the real world which makes inference justified, and this is
283

implication". However, Prior relates, implication in the

Russellian sense is ambiguous since implication is also a

relation between propositions holding whenever 'che antecedent

or the consequent is trueo It follows from the definition

of material implication that a false proposition materially

implies any proposition and that a true proposition is

materially implied by any proposition. Yet, says Prior, if

implication is to justify inference, then the false propo-

si tion, "the moon is made of,:-reen cheese", should justify

us to infer the proposition, "the moon is made of yellow

cheese", and further to this, the proposition, "the moon lS

made of red cheese" should justify us to infer the true

proposition, "the moon is not made of cheese at all"; it

would seem that in both these cases the inference in question

is not justified. How does Russell therefore explain this
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quandary? Prior maintains in his article that i~order to

escape this quandary, Russell argued in the following

manner I in the first case, the inference cannot be performed

because the premiss is false, and in the second case, the

inference is justified but we cannot know the inference to

be justified unless we know the conclusion in which case

the inference is not needed; in other words, Russell would

argue that although the principle, "infer a true proposition

from any proposition", has no "practical use", this does not
284

mean that it is "logically wrong".

Prior is quite right when he states that Russell's

usage of the word, "implies", is ambiguous in its two

connotations I (1) the justification of inference; (2) a

propositional connective. For example, with respect to (1),

we find this type of claim in The Principles Of Mathe:::atics I

"The relation in virtue of which it is possible for u~ validly
285

to infer is what I call material implication." Since

Russell understands logic to be the study of the various

customary forms of inference, I also must agree with Prior

concerning his claim that from Russell's perspective, logic

is essentially "the theory of implication". With respect

to the explanation which Prior attributes to Russell con-

cerning the "paradoxes of material implication", one can

admit quite readily that there is a passage in the Introduction
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To Mathematical Philosophy which seems to support this

interpretation.

Whenever p is false, "not-p or q" is true, but it is
useless for inference, which requires that p should be
true. When q is already known to be true, "not-p or q"
is of course also known to be true, bLt is again useless
for inference, since q is already known, and-therefore
does not need to be inferrede 286

One can ask as to whether Russell's explanation is satisfactory.

As Prior points out, Russell's justific("·tion of the "paradoxes

of material imolication" is that although the "paradoxes"

do not have a practical use, this does not mean that they

are wron§:; thereby. This kind of rationalization on Russell's

part with regards to the "paradoxes of material implication"

seems to me to be analogous to the following kind of

argumentation. the rule, "infer a proposition fro:n anything

whatsoever", is not logically wrong because it cannot be put

into effect - that is, it has no practical use - since it is

not possible to infer a proposition from anything whatsoever.

In short, Russell's justification of the "paradoxes of

material implication" is not acceptable. The "paradoxes of

material implication" are simply false; they confuse use

with mention.

Besides the notion of material implication, Prior

also comments on Russell's notion of formal implication.
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On this subject of formal implication, Prior is quite lucid

as to what Russell intends by such a notion. However, I

think that in certain places of his exposition, Prior tends

to oversimplify Russell's analysis of formal implication.

For example, Prior states that for Russell, formal implication
287

is a relation. I have presented material in the third

subsection of my critique to suggest that the issue as to

whether Russell considers formal implication to be a relation

is not as simple as it may appear to be.

I would like to speak very briefly with respect to

Jules Vuille~in's excellent book entitled Lecons Sur La
S

Premi~re PhilosoDhie De Russell. In his book, Viullemin

attempts to discuss both the logical and philosophical issues

raised in Russell's The Principles Of Mathematics. I must

confess that I find little fault with what Vuillemin writes

concerning Russell's notion of implication. Although I have

done a more in depth analysis of Russell's notion of

implication, it would seem that Vuillemin has given a concise

and perceptive account of Russell's notion of implication

having at the same time avoided the hindrance of detail

without incurring the expense of the omission of that which

is essential. Since I concur in general with what Vuillemin

has to say concernine Russell's notion of implication, I

will not forward any serious objections against Vuillemin's
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I come now to an article by Frank J. Leavitt entitled

"On An Unpublished Remark Of Russell's On 'If .•. Then'''. In

this short article, Leavitt tries to argue firstly that in

Russell's unpublished paper, "Necessity And Possibility",

there is an argunent which proves that materiai implication

is the correct interpretation of "if-then" and secondly,

that a similar argument can be constructed to confirm the
288

result of Russell's argument. The particular argwnent

of Russell's which Leavitt adduces to show that material

implicatio:'l is the correct interpretation of "if-then" is

the followingl

This view of implication is rendered unavoidable by
various considerations ••• Suppose p, q,r to be such that
if p and q are true, then r is true. It follows that if
p is true, then q is true, r is true ••• Now, if p and q
are true, then p is true. Hence, by the above principle,
if p is true, then if q is true, p is true; that is, if
p is true, then q implies q; that is, a true proposition
(p) is iffiplied by every proposition (q). 289

It is from this argument contained in "Necessity And

Possibili ty" that Leavitt attempts to cOj,struct another

argument in which it is supposedly shown ttat if p is, false,

then "if p, then q" must be true. Leavitt's argument runs

as followsl if p is false and q is false, then'p is false;

thus, if p is false, then if q is false, then p is false;
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r\»--t

in turn, this means that if p is false, then if P '{!)l\.tJ-se the- CO- (..s nv.t.

false - that is, if p is false, then if p is true then q is

true; therefore, if p lS false, then "if p then q" is true.

Having presented both these arguments, Leavitt maintains

that one of the following alternatives is correctl (1) both

the above arguments are not sound; (2) the above arguments

do not employ "if-then" in their ordinary usage; (3) "~" is

"if-then". In Leavitt's opinion, since (1) and (2) are not

the case, (3) must be the case, Leavitt concludes by saying

that although there may be conditionals which have a tendency

to shock native speakers, this does not mean to sa~ that

such conditio>als are wrong; rather, it shows that native

sDeakers are not aware of some of the ramifications of their
. 290

daily usage of "if-then".

In response to Leavitt's article, I would like to

investigate firstly whether the p~ssage that Leavitt cites

from Russell's "Necessity And Possibility" does in fact

prove that material implication is the correct interpretation

of "if-then". The conclusion of Russell's argument is the

followingl a true proposition is implied by every propo-

sition. Now, if this is the conclusion of Russell's

argument and it would seem that it is, then how does such a

conclusion establish the correctness of material implication

as the correct interpretation of "if-then"? As I have
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pointed out previously, the proposition, "a true propositi~n

is implied by every proposition!', does not follow from the

truth-functional interpretation of "if-then"; it can only

folloVl if we allow "implies" to be a binary connective in

which case the employment of "implies" will sin against use

and mentioDe In order to prove that material implicatio~

is the correct interpretation of "if-then", we would have to

prove that when the antecedent is false, the conditiofial is

true and that when the consequent is true, the conditional

is true; moreover, we would also have to show that in the

remaining case, that is, when the antecedent is true and the

consequent is false, the conditional is false. Insofar as

Russell's argument falls short of these criteria, I cannot

see how it can be understood a~ a ~roof that material

implication is the correct interpretation of "if-then". In

this respect, Leavitt's claim with regards to Russell's

argument in "Necessi ty And Possibility" is mistal(en. fl'he

argument in question that Russell presents in "Necessity And

Possibility" is an attempt to prove that a true proposition

is implied by every proposition. Since Russell considered

the proposition, "a true proposition is implied by every

proposition", to be an essential characteristic of implication,

he wanted to show that this proposition is a consequen~e of

the view of material implication. In spite of the fact that

Russell's purpose in presenting the argument in question is
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to show that his interpretation of "p implies q" is correct,

I do not think that Russell himself deemed such an argument

to be definitive in any logical sense as a proof of material

implication as the correct interpretation of "if-then";

otherwise, Russell would not have added the following lines

to the argument in question: "I shall not pursue the argu

ments in favour of this view of implication; I shall ·content

myself by pointing out that it is accepted (tho' without a

full realization of its consequences) by Shakespeare and Mr.
291

Bradley •.• "

Although Russell's argument does not prove that

material implication is the correct interpretation of "if-

then", it may be wondered as to whether Leavitt's argument

does. The outcome of Leavitt's is that if p is false, then

"if P-th€.1\, q" is true. If Leavl. tt' s argument is sound, then

a similar argument can be produced to show that if q is

true, then "if p then q" is true: (1) if q is true and p is

true, then q is truej (2) thus, if q is true, then if p is

true then q is true; (3) therefore, if q is true, then "if

p then q" is true. In Leavitt's proof, as in the above

proof, (1) to (2) is carried out by means of exportation.

In both proofs, also, the inference is made from "if p is

true then q is true" to "'if p then q' is true"; one may

have qualms concerning this inference, but it would seem
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that such qualms are unfounded. For example, fom the mole-

cular proposition, "p is true and q is true", one may infer

"'p and q' are true"; one should be able to argue similarly

that if p is true and q is true, then "if p then q" is true.

It would seem therefore that Leavitt's argument is sound.

As to whether Leavitt's are;ument employs "if-then"

in its ordinary usage however is another matter, especially
~

since many people contend that there is no ordinary usage of

"if-then". It should be noted that Leavitt employs propo-

sitional letters instead of actual propositions; consequently,

Leavitt presupposes that there need be no connection, other

than a truth-functional connection, between the antecedent

and the consequent; it has been mentioned by some authors

that the "if-then" of ordinary language only makes sense

when there is an actual connection between the antecedent

and the consequent. Although I do not know how much force

this criticism may have, it would seem nevertheless that it

does detract somewhat from Leavitt's argument. Whether this

objection is strong enough to dismiss Leavitt's argument

entirely, I cannot venture to say. Despite the succinct

nature of Leavitt's argument, it would seem that the argument

itself is quite subtle; a final verdict with respect to

Leavitt's argument would no doubt have to take into account

the whole controversy concerning the issue of entailment.
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The last secondary source which I wish to appeal to

is Ronald Jager's forthcoming book, The Development Of

Bertrand Russell's Philosophy. According to Jager, Russell's

logical system is founded upon the notion of material impli-

cation; Jager considers Russell's usage of the phrase,

"material implication", to be unfortunate, especially since

Russell was led to expound such a notion in a very contro
292

versial way. Some authors, Jager states, try to maintain

that material implication per~its any inference except those

inferences ln which the premisses are true and the conclusion

is false. In the opinion of these authors, it is not

important for loeic how truth is obtained; what is important

for logic is that falsity should not be derived from truth,

and as a result, "the paradoxes of material implication are
293

a small price to pay in unfamiliarity". Jager rejects

this kind of argumentation; properly understood, Jager states,

there are no "paradoxes of material implication": "It is

therefore confusing and entirely unnnecessary to speak of

the 'paradoxes of material implication'. Russell is, however,

directly responsible for having generated this tempest by
294

supporting an ill-chosen terminology VIi th confused arguments."

In Jager's opinion, Russell along with Whitehead

attempted to alleviate some of their misgivings about material

implication by introducing the new notion of formal implication.
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However, Jager maintains, fonnal implication IS a juxtaposed

medley of three ideas "confused by Russell's philosophical
295

preconceptions". In The Principles Of Mathematics, Russell

states that formal implication "asserts a class of material

implications", but in saying this, Jager contends, Russell

did not differentiate how inference May be related to the

following: (1) a general rule; (2) universal quantification;
296

(3) a connection among meanings.

Jager provides a number of illustrations to show how

Russell interpreted formal implication in these three ways.

The reader may recall that in The Princiules Of Mathematics,

Russell had claimed that the chief reason why we are reluc

tant to acknowledge such implications as "'2+2=4' implies

'Socrates is a man'" is a "preoccupa tion with formal impli
297

cation"; in the same par.agraph v"here. he makes this claim,

Russell goes on to say that formal implication is a more

familiar notion than material implication, and even in the

cases in which material implication is specifically mentioned,

formal inmlic,:-;tion "is really before the mind, .§.:2. §:. rule"
~. 298

[Jager's i talicsl. If we take the rule of modus ponens,

Jager asserts, then this rule can be understood to say that

for anY...QF0positions, if p and q are related in a particular

manner, then the rule holds; according to Russell, Jager

maintains, the rule of modus ponens can also be viewed as 'f a
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particular instance of some formal implication", However,

,Jager states, not only does formal implication apply to

propositions, but it applies to terms as well.

This leads us to consider formal implication as a

universal quantification. Ja~er explains the evolution of

formal implication as a universal quantification in the

following manner. Firstly, we have the material implication,

"'Socrates is a man' materially implies 'Socrates is a

mortal''', and then Russell decides to vary "Socrates" in the

material implic~~tion to the expression, '" x is a man'

materially implies 'x is a mortal' for all values of x".

From this latter expression, Jager claims, Russell arrives

at the formal implication, "'x is a man' formally i;nplies

'x is a mortal"', symbolically represented as "(x) (.0x:::>"I' x)"

This is formal irnpli
300

cation as considered as universal quantification.

However, Jager points out, Russell sees that there

is a problem in the notion of formal implication. For

Russell, the problem is the followingl if formal implication

is simpiy a matter of material implication, then how does

it corne about that in the implication, "'Socrates is a man'

implies 'Socrates is a mortal''', "Socrates" can be varied

completely whereas in the implication, "'Socrates is a man'
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implies 'Socrates is a philosopher'u, the variability of

"Socrates U is restricted? In the face of this problem,

Russell concludes that there must be some other relation,

besides that of material implication, that is involved in
J01

formal implication. In Jager's opinion, Russell conceives

the expressions, "is a man" and "is a mortal", in the formal

implication, "'x is a man' formally implies 'x is a mortal'u,

to be of the same logical category as "p" and uq " when "p

materially implies qlt such that the first expression is

never present without the second expression. Unfortunately,

Jager states, Russell d..oes not realize that a formal impli

cation is a generality which can be true or false. Simply

because the variability of a term is restricted in a formal

implication does not mean that there must be another relation,

other than material i.mplication, to be found in formal
J02

implication.

Russell's so-called "problem" with formal implication,

Jager affirms, leads him to the view that there is something

else involved in formal implication; Jager refers to this

other component of formal implication as "meaning connection":

UHe [Russell] does not see that this notion - call it a

'meaning connection' - is tailor-made for his particular

example, and has no general validity at for formal implication
JOJ

in sense (b) [universal quantification]. It
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With regards to these three ideas implicit in formal

implication, Jager states that in the sense of a general

rule, formal implication is the general rule of modus ponens;

formal implication in the sense of universal quantification

belonr~s to first order predicate calculus, but "has nothing
. 304

specifically to do with implication"; finally, the element

in formal implication in which there is a connection among

meanings is completely alien to Russell's logic since Russell's
305

logic is truth-functional, not intensional.

Jager's treatment of Russell's notion of implication

shows a keen understanding not only of the notion of impli

cation itself, but also of the context in which the notion

of implication is to be found in Russell's logic. When it

comes to the "paradoxes of material implication", Jager does

not engage in making superficial remarks to the effect that

perhaps these "paradoxes" are the price that one has to pay

in the acceptance of material implication; Jager recognizes

at the outset that there are no "paradoxes of material impli-

cation" as such. I shall not add to Jager's comments con-

cerning the "paradoxes of material implication"; in the sub-

section of my critique, I have only gone into more detail

with respect to the reasons why there are no "paradoxes of

material imolication".
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Jager's analysis of the notion of formal implication

is a bold and determined appraisal; I say this because there

would seem to be very few accounts of Russell's notion of

formal implication in the literature which are as critical

and penetrating as the one that Jager presents in his forth-

coming book. For example, in Reichenbach's article in the

Schilpp volume of Russell's phiLosophy, Reichenbach writes

the following with regards to formal implication:

He [Russell] deliberately postponed the construction of
concepts better fitting conversational usa~e, in the hope
that this might be possible within the frame of an
extensional logic, by the introduction of more compli
cated relations. His formal implication represents a
stepping stone on this path. 306

It would seem that in the context of what Reichenbach writes

about Russell's notion of implication, Reichenbach is more

intent upon extolling the virtues of formal implication

than in pointing out its defects. This, however, is not

the case with what Jager says concerning formal implication.

In the main, I must agree with Jager's analysis of

formal implication; this does not mean to say that Jager has

written all that can be said with respect to formal impli-

cation. As Russell conceives of it, at least in The Prin-

ciples Of Mathematics, formal implication is a special type

of implication; Jager does not consider formal implication

to be a special type of implication at all, and it seems to



me that on this point, Jager cannot be contested. I do think

however that Jager's division of the notion of formal impli-

cation can be contested.

Firstly, as to whether Russell's notion of formal

implication involves the idea of a general rule, I can argree

only partially with what Jager has to say on this subject.

In The Principles Of Mathematics, Russell makes the following

ClU~fYtic remark: "The fundamental importance of formal impli

cation is brought out by the consideration that it is involved
307

in all the rules of inference." I must confess a mild

consternation with regards to this claim, but it would seem

that this does not mean to say that formal implication is

itself a rule of inference; it is involved in the rules of

inference, but it itself is not a rule. It may be asked

therefore how is it possible in the light of certain quotations

from The Principles Of Mathematics to deny the claim that

formal implication can be considered as a rule? I would

like to quote the first passage taken from The Principles Of

Mathematics which Jager employs in connection with this issue:

It would certainly not be commonly maintained that "2+2=4 tt

can be deduced from "Socrates is a man", or that both are
implied by "Socrates is a triangle". But the reluctance
to admit such implications is chiefly due, I think, to
preoccupation with formal implication, which is a much
more familiar notion, and is really before the mind, as
a rule, even where material implication is what is
explicitly mentioned. J08



In Jager's book, the phrase, "as a rule", is italicized,

and Jager interprets the word, "rule", in this phrase to

mean "a rule of inference". I do think that this is a mis-

interpretation of what Russell means by the phrase, "as a

rule"; it would seem to me that this phrase should be con-

strued more naturally to mean something like "generally

speaking" or "usually". The second short quotation that

Jager employs from The Principles Of Mathematics is taken

from a longer passage which I will quotel

Nevertheless, wherever, as in Euclid, one Darticular
proposition is deduced from another, material implication
is involved, though as a rule the material implication
may be regarded as a particular instance of some formal
implication, obtained by giving some constant value to
the variable or variables involved in the said formal
implication. 309

Again, in this quotation, we have the phrase, "as a rule",

and I would interpret this phrase to mean "usually", not

"as a rule of inference". Jager also commits, if I am not

mistaken, another misinterpretation when he states the

followingl

What he [Russell] means, the context makes clear, is
that a.perfectly genera~ rule, say ~d~ ponens, serves
as warrant for any partIcular deductIon 'q' from 'p'
a1!d. I p ~ q '. The rule in effect says ~hat for Qn.l ££2.2.£
sltlons, p, q, so related, the deductIon holds. He refers
to this, very misleadingly, as "a particular instance of
some formal implication" (Principles, p. J4), Jl0

In the above passage, Jager considers the rule (of inference)

to be "a particular instance of some formal implication"; if

we examine the original passage, we will discover that it is
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material implication which "may be regarded as a particular
311

instance of some formal implication". This does not mean

to say that modus ponens cannot occur in the context of

formal implication; as Russell states in The Principles Of

Mathematics, modus ponens can be stated not only in terms of

propositions, but also in terms of propositional functions I

Another form in which the principle [modus ponen~J is
co~stantly enployed is the sUbstitution of a constant,
satisfying the hypothesis, i~ the consequent of a formal
implication. If ~x implies Y x for all values of x, and
if ~ is a constant satisfying %x, we can assert ~~,
dropping the true hypothesis ¢Q . 312

Thus, formal implication, according to Russell, is involved

in all the rules of inference, but it itself is not a rule

of inference.

How is it possible therefore from Russell's perspective

for formal implication to be involved in all the rules of

inference? I must admit that I am not certain as to how

this can come about from Russell's point of view, but I

think that I can hazard a guess. In the propositional

calculus of The Principles Of Mathematics, the nonlogical

letters are variables; formal implication is involved in the

propositional calculus in order to I'estrict such variables

to the value of propositions; the next logical level, that

of t~e first order predicate calculus, has formal implic3tion

directly involved in its manipulations. Consequently, if any
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deductions are to be made, these deductions must incorporate

formal implication in some m~nner or other.

Concerning Jager's other divisions of formal

implication, I tend to agree with his analysis, especially

in regards to what he calls "meaning connection". In The

Principles Of MatheD!a tics, Russell claims that there must be

some other relation to be found in formal implication besides

that of material implication; Russell's reason stems from

the fact that in certain formal i~plications, the variability

of the terms is restricted while in other formal implic8tions,

variability is not restricted. Although Russell does not

state in rrhe Princ.iPles Of Mathematics as to what this

relation may consist of, it would seem that it has something

to do with the connection of meaning between the assertions;

in other words, if we take a formal implication such as

"'Socrates is a man' implies 'Socrates is a mortal''', there

is a relation between "is a man" and "is a mortal". A

relation, however, which concerns the meaning of nonlogical

wores has no place in Russell's truth-functional enterprise.

I would like to cite two other criticisms of Jager's

account of formal implication. Firstly, Jager rloes not seem

to be aware, at least in his presentation, that formal

implication is involved in the propositional calculus of The
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Principles Of Mathematics; if formal implication is to be

explained fully, then its role in the propositional calculus

must be explained; in Russell's article of 1906, "The '1:heory

Of Implication", the usage of formal implication in the

propositional calculus was abandoned. Secondly, Jager seems

to presuppose that Russell's understanding of fonnal

implication was the same throughout the entire period in

which Russell wrote on logic; Russell's interpretation of

formal implication changed with the pUbl iCc,tion of '''Ehe Theory

Of Implication", and it would seem that it underwent even

more alteration in Principia Mathematica. For example, in

Principia Mathematica, Russell writes the following with

respect to formal implicationl "The association of material

implication with the use of an apparent variable produces an

extension called 'formal implication'. This is explained

later; it is an idea derivative from 'implication' here
313

defined." This kind of explanation with respect to formal

implication seems to be a distant cry from some of the

material that is contained in The Principles Of Mathematics.



DI CONCLUSION

In summation, I would like to make a few general

comments with respect to what has been said thus far concerninp-

Russell's notion of implication. Russell's logic is infested

with several confusions generated by the nonobservance of

certain metalinguistic distinctions, especially is this the

case with regards to his notion of implication. For Russell,

unlike many of his predecessors, logic is not a psychological

investigation of the working operations of the mind; as he

explains in The Princioles Of Mathematics, logic is simply

the study of certain acceptable forms of inference or
314

deduction. Following his skeptical approach, Russell

implicitly poses the following questions if logic is to be

concerned with inference, then what is the justification of

inference? To this query, Russell responds that it is the
315

relation of implication which makes inference possible.

Yet, at the same time, in the construction of his logical

system, Russell also incorporates the notion of implication

on a different, logical plane than the meaning given to the

kind of implication associated with inference; in this latter

employment, implication for Russell is a logical connective.

In this respect, Quine is quite right in his contention that

Lewis' system of strict implication is a direct consequence

of Russell's ambiguous usage of the word, "implies":

181
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It is doubtful that Lewis would have even started this
[modal logic] if Whitehead and Russell, who followed Frege
in defending Philo of Megara's version of 'If p then q'
as 'Not(p and not q)', had not ~ade ~he mistake of calling
the Philonian construction "materia.l implication" instead
of the material conditional. 316

In his unpublished article, "Recent Italian Work On The

Foundations Of ]\jathematics", Russell makes the following

statementl "Formal logic is concerned in the main with the
317

relation of implication between propositions." It is

somewhat debatable as to what type of implic8tion Russell is

talking about in this passage; nevertheless, this does not

impede us in making the following general claim: in Russell's

work, implication is involved in a lot of issues in which

it need not be involved at all. I will try to cite two

examples which tend to support this clai:n. In the proposi tio'\al

calculus of The Princioles Of Mathematics, Russell maintains

that an implication will be false if it is not prefaced by

a hypothesis of the form, tip implies p". Here, Russell did

not have to talk about an implication being false. It would

seem that the problem which Russell is worrying about here is

the following: if something is asserted and this something is

not a proposition, then how 1S it possible for this something

to be true? Russell's explanation of this problem however

is couched in terms of implications, and it is no wonder

therefore that the problem had not been properly handled in

Russell's new solution proposed in "The 'Theory Of Implication"

J"



of 1906. The second example which I wish to focus upon in

support of my general claim is Rus ell's notion of formal

implication. Although it has been pointed out hitherto that

the explanation of formal implication is quite involved, I

would like to draw attention to one particular facet of

formal implication. We are told in The Principles Of

Mathematics and elsewhere that a formal implication is of

the form, "( x )(,0'x ::J '"f x)"; according to Russell, formal

implications differ from material implications insofar as

formal implications hold between propositional functions in

which one propositional function implies another propositional
318

function for all values of the variable. One is tempted

to ask here why the notion of formal implication is invoked

by Russell. The notions of propositional function, variable

and quantification all separately can be explained in an

intelligible manner, and yet Russell calls upon the notion

of formal implication - a notion which inextricably involves

some sort of implication. This is rectified somewhat in

Principia Mathematica where we find the following definition,
319

"(:3 x). fix = • "" (x) ,.., fix"; nevertheless, in Principia

Mathematica, the notion of formal implication still lingers

on.

In 1937 in the introduction to the second edition of

The Principles Of Mathematics, Russell was to make the



following remark with respect to his employment of the notion

of implication in The Princi~les Of Mathematics.

This brin~s me to the definition of mathematics which
forms the--first sentence of the IIprinciples". In this
definition various changes are necessary. To begin with,
the form "p implies q" is only one of the many logical
forms that mathematical propositions may take. I was
originally led to emphasise this form by the consideration
of Geometry. It was clear that Euclidean and non-Euclidean
systems alike must be included in pure mathematics, and
must not be regarded as mutually inconsistent; we must,
therefore, only assert that the axioms imply the propo
sitions, not that the axioms are true and therefore the
propositions are true. Such instances led me to lay undue
stress on implicatioll, which is only one among truth
functions, and no more important than the others. 320

Although Russell in this passage still employs the word,

"implies", as a binary connective, the meaning of the passage

is quite clear. Here, Russell himself admits that he had

overestimated the importance of the notion of implication.

In The Principles Of Mathematics, material implication and

formal implication are indefinables. By the time of Prihcinia

Mathematica, material implication is neither indefinable nor

primitive, but is defined in terms of disjunction and

negation; likewise, in Principia ~athematica, formal

implication is not a primitive notion although Russell does

state that in expressions in which all values are concerned,

the form of such propositions most frequently occurs in
)21

formal imolications. In spite of the somewhat subdued

character of implication in Principia nathe~2ttica in comparison

to its pri~acy in The Principles Of Mathematics, implication
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still retains a basic importnace for Russell due to it

intimate association with inference. The importance of

implication is also borne out in the Introduction To

~athematical Philosoph~ with respect to Russell's defence

of his logical system against the objections raised by C.l.

Lewis.

In the main, Russell's notion of implication seems

to be derived from the works of Peano and Frege. In The

Principles Of Mathematics, the interpretation of material

implication stems from Peano; following Peano, Russell main-

tains tha~ material implication is indefinable and that an

implication will be false if its nonlogical symbols do not

stand for propositio,s. Having allied himself with Frege,

Russell, in "The Theory Of Implication" abandons the Peanesque

interpretation of material implication. It would seem also

that Russell's notion of formal implication was obtained

from Peano. In Peano's system, the notation cannot accomodate

the formalization of tl(x) %x"; a formal implication however
322

is formalizable.

Although Russell's notion of im91ication is largely

derived from these two sources, Peano and Frege, this does

not mean to say that Russell was a mere imitator. Russell

did borrow ideas concerning implication from Peano and Frege,
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but Russell also shaped these ideas by the new technique of

mathematical logic. Furthermore, Russell's notion of

implication was subject to other influences as weIll (1)

common sense and ordinary language; (2) philosophical and

metaphysical presuppositionsJ (3) the thesis of logicism.

No doubt there are confusions in Russell's notion of

implication, but Russell was an innovator, and for an innovatot,

it would seem that there are always difficulties - difficulties

concerning the understanding of a concept and difficulties

with respect to the systematization of that concept i~to the

body of knowledge. It is a wonder therefore that Russell

accomplished as much as he did with regards to the notion of

im~lication. On the other hand, we are only able to act as

critics because we have had enough time to digest some of the

repercussions inherent in Russell's logic.
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